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Is binge drinking a problem at GSU?

Students' attitudes
Nearly half of GSU students surveyed admit
to binge drinking at least three times a quarter about drinking and
driving concern
local officials

The oldest continuously
published newspaper in
Bulloch County

Sports

By Farrah Senn

Guest Writer

There's always
next year
The Lady Eagles fell to
UNC-Greensboro
Sunday, 75-69, ending
any hopes of making it to
the NCAA tournament.
Please see story,
page 6

Features

The open road
Brad Davies, of Stanford
University, chose to take
his finals early so he
could criss-cross the
country in the Oscar
Mayer Wienermobile.
Please see story,
page 10

Weather

File Photo

By Mike Bowdoin

Guest Writer

Nearly half of GSU students who responded to a survey conducted in November 1997, said they binge drink at least
three times a quarter (with 16 percent
binge drinking at least 10 times per quarter), more than one-fourth said alcohol is
an essential element for socializing at
GSU and one-fourth also said they schedule their classes to accommodate their
drinking habits.
The survey, a convenience sampling of
358 GSU students who were questioned
about their drinking habits, also found
that 23 percent of the respondents say
they suffer a blackout once a quarter,
although only about 10 percent said they
have a hangover more than twice a week
and only about 10 percent say they miss
classes more than three times per quarter
because of drinking.

Binge drinking, which is defined as the
consumption of five or more drinks in one
sitting, has become a concern on campuses nationwide in the past year after
the death of two college students and the
hospitalization of several others.
Though the findings of this survey indicate the prevalence of alcohol use at GSU,
several university officials say they still
find students who are drinking heavily.
"A majority of students are acting responsibly and they need to be congratulated for that," said Sara Oswalt, GSU's
health educator. "However, I think it's
important that we address the fact that
this many students are engaging in behavior that puts them at risk."
Edward Bayens, assistant director of
special programs, also acknowledge that
there is still work to be done in this regard.
"I'm always concerned when students
Please see SURVEY, page 12

According to a recent informal survey,
Photo Illustration by Cory Brooks
nearly 59 percent of GSU students think
they can drink two or more drinks in a
one-hour period and still drive safely, a cline.
So far this year, 157 DUI convictions
level that puts many students over the
legal blood alcohol level and an attitude and 23 alcohol related accidents have been
recorded in Bulloch County, according to
that concerns local authorities.
The convenience sampling of 358 stu- Sgt. Stan York, of the Statesboro Police
dents who were questioned about their Department.
But however, the number of DUI's is
drinking habits was conducted in November by four student journalists in Robert down from 296 last year, a reduction York
Bohler's advanced reporting class.
attributes to public awareness of the danJolene Forehand, the Bulloch County gers of drinking and driving.
"Through the educational process we've
director of Mothers Against Drunk Drivgot and our enforceing, said that unforment, not only the
tunately people don't
"THE BEST THING IS IF
Statesboro Police
realize how quickly
alcohol can take efDepartment, but the
YOU'VE HAD ANYTHING TO
other law enforcefect.
ment
agencies in our
"Across the board,
DRINK, DON'T DRIVE."
area together, hopepeople think that you
— JOLENE FOREHAND,
fully we've made a
can have a couple of
difference," York
drinks and drive, but
BULLOCH COUNTY DIRECTOR
said.
the problem is it deOF MADD
"Hopefully,
pends on how far you ^^^^^^^^^^^^
people in general are
space out those
drinks and having two drinks in a one- a little bit smarter these days; however,
hour period is more than the body can there is still a segment of the population
here in Statesboro that feel a need to drink
handle," Forehand said.
Evidence shows that alcohol reaches and then, unfortunately drive," he said.
Forehand also said she feels there has
the brain in minutes and just a couple of
drinks can definitely make a person im- recently been a big change in the attitudes
of college students towards drinking and
paired, according to Forehand.
"The best thing is if you've had any- driving.
"I've really watched the responsibility
thing to drink, don't drive," Forehand said.
"Then you don't have to worry about how factor of college students and that age
group and have seen a big turn around in
intoxicated you might be."
However, DUI's seem to be on the dePlease see ATTITUDES, page 12

Raptor Center dedicates new 'Down to Earth Encounter' exhibit
GSU News Service

Today: Partly cloudy
with a high in the mid50s and a low in the midSOs.
Wednesday: Partly
cloudy with a high in the
lower 60s and a low in
the mid-30s.

Today's Word

quadragenarian
(kwodru-juNAReun) n. a
person who is more than
forty but less than fifty
years old.
Source: Weird Words

Index

A new exhibit, called "Down to
Earth Encounter," was dedicated
last Thursday at GSU's Center
for Wildlife Education and Lamar
Q. Ball, Jr. Raptor Center.
"Down to Earth Encounter" is
the main interior exhibit of the
center. It creates a sense of being
outdoors by giving visitors an opportunity to discover more than
50 species of live and fabricated
animals hidden within a wetlands
area, a mixed forest, and a
sandhills community, which are
natural habitats.
The exhibit originally opened
Oct. 11, but hasbeen upgraded to
be a more educational experience.
Now sponsored by Georgia Power,
the exhibit offers a full 360-degree experience integrating original artwork by Center Director
Steve Hein, with eight 12-foot

Rebecca Smith

GSU and Georgia Power officials were on hand for Thursday's
dedication.

trees, a 200-gallon aquarium,
three artificial habitats, natural
sounds and more than 50 crea-

tures indigenous to South Georgia.
A field guide to the exhibit

allows visitors to practice their
naturalistic skills as they search
for the various animals in the
display and a newly added sign
post now provides visitors with a
narrated introduction to the exhibit.
The new exhibit was tested on
the kindergartners of Sheral
Crump's class from Jeff Davis
Primary School in Hazelhurst,
Ga.
The students looked for and
got to touch live animals in the
exhibit, including a snake, an
alligator and a turtle. They also
got to see a honey bee hive and
were able to pick out the queen
bee.
Officials from Georgia Power,
GSU President Nicholas Henry,
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost Harry Carter,
Associate Vice President of Aca-

demic Affairs Charlene Black,
and Center Director Steve Hein
attended the dedication ceremony.
There was a flighted bird demonstration, in which a red-tailed
hawk, a red-shouldered hawk and
a harris hawk flew around the
area and returned, flying over
the children.
Both the red-tailed hawk and
the red-shouldered hawk are
found in Georgia, while the harris
hawk is found in the desert southwest.
The children noticed that the
red-shouldered hawk flew wider
than the other birds. The redshouldered hawk lost an eye, and
has been raised at the Raptor
Center. It was explained to the
children that the hawk, not the
cheetah, is the fastest animal on
earth.
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Carter readies himself for 'new challenges' by returning to the classroom
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It is a desire of The GeorgeAnne to print the news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as possible. If you believe that something covered is
in error, contact the editor at
681-5246 as soon as possible.
Thank you.

FOR ADVERTISING INFO.: 681-5418
STORY OR PHOTO IDEA: 681-5246
FAX NUMBERS: 871-1357,681-0863
LANDRUM BOX: 8001
E-MAIL TO:
stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.GaSoU.EDU
Check out our On-Line Newspaper at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu
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News Editor

"I don't take myself too seriously," Harry
Carter, vice president of academic affairs,
said.
Well, obviously the GSU Alumni Association took him seriously when they
named him their Alumnus-of-the-Year.
The award comes at a crossroads in
Carter's career because next year, he will
return to teaching and retire from his vice
presidential duties.
Carter said receiving the award was
one of the high points of his career along
with being appointed vice president and
being acting president of the university
for a year in 1986-87.
"I hope that I'll have maybe one or two
more of those before I retire completely
from Georgia Southern because I am looking forward to making a real contribution
as [a] faculty [member]," Carter said.
He will return to the classroom to teach
in the business department next fall, but
will look at the administration differently
than when he taught at GSU from 1975 to
1983.
"I think I'll have a better appreciation
for what the administration does and what
administrators have to deal with," he said.

t

"When I was a faculty member ... I didn't
appreciate all the issues an administrator
had to deal with. I probably will be more
understanding and sympathetic as a faculty member."
In addition to viewing the administration differently than he did the first time
around, Carter said he will probably be
extremely motivated and will most likely
approach teaching differently because this
is the last phase of his career with GSU.
"I kind of realize that this is my last
phase of active performance at Georgia
Southern so I'm already beginning to feel
a real sense of urgency to really work at
this for the last six or seven years and try
to really make a significant contribution
particularly with the students in the classroom," he said.
Carter acknowledges that the tension
between the administration and the faculty is real but is also somewhat inevitable because of a lack of communication.
"To some degree [the tension] is natural ," he said. " I think it's natural because
we don't do as fine a job as we could in
communicating between the two groups.
The faculty doesn't understand what the
administration is doing and the administration perhaps doesn't understand the

challenges of being in the classroom everyday."
He said that the two groups perform
two different types ofjobs with two different agendas but he believes they can reduce the tension by being effective communicators. He said he would like faculty

"Cory Brooks
members to understand what students
are concerned about and administrators
to understand what faculty members are
concerned about.
"We are all a team and the objective
here, for the faculty and the administraPlease see CARTER, page 12
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POLICE BEAT
GSU Division of Public Safety
February 26,1998

• Hubert Thompson reported
his Wachovia ATM card was
missing from the Russell Union.

•Ebony Jackson, 18, East
View Apartments, was charged
with shoplifting.

February 25,1998

•Shannon Blackstone reported someone entered her
vehicle in the library parking
lot and took her CD player.

•Gar Frye reported his 1991
Honda motorcycle was stolen
from near Hendricks Hall.
•Richard Prouty reported
someone entered his vehicle in
the Forest Drive parking lot
and took his CD player.

•Latovia Hines, 18, Hwy 301,
was charged with shoplifting.

February 27,1998

•Reginald Tarver, 21, Stadium Place, was charged with
misdemeanor possession of
marijuana.

Statesboro Police Department
March 1,1998

•Omar Sanchez-Perez, 23,
Park Place, was charged with
noise ordinance violation.

•Elizabeth Foster reported
someone entered her vehicle in
the Biology Building parking
lot and took her CD player.

•Shadale Howell, Park
Place, reported that someone
tried to pry open her bedroom
door.

•A resident of East Jones
Avenue reported a case of
simple battery.

•Patrick Dardis reported
someone cut a tire on his vehicle in the Sanford Hall parking lot.

•Reginald Garland, 22,
Thomasville, was charged with
noise ordinance violation.

•Ann Hamilton reported a
VCR was missing from the library.

•Robert Carey Jr., 22,
Middleburg, Va., was charged

Ongoing
• A Night for Southern's
STARS, organized by Public
Relations Events Management,
will be held March 11 from 7 to
10 p.m. The show format will
consist of a talent show, an auction for travel/recreation packages and raffles for some
smaller prizes. Tickets are $3.
For tickets, call 871-3305.
• In the Winter Quarter Concert Calendar, there is listed
an upcoming event, the
Magellan Quartet "Friends of
the Symphony Concert."
This concert is being given specifically for "Friends of the Symphony." Admission to the concert is by invitation only.
• The Economics Club will
hold elections for new officers on Mon., March 9 at 5:30
p.m. in COBA room 1111. For
more information, call Chad
Elkins at 681-0655.

Today
• The 2nd Annual GSU Mr.
and Ms. Fitness Contest will
be held March 3 at 7 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom. For contestant
information, call 681-5922.

• The winter production of
"Measure for Measure" will
be showing March 4-7 at 8 p.m.
in McCroan Auditorium. Tickets are $6 for adults, $4 for
faculty/staff, seniors, children,
and area high school students
with ID. Tickets are $2 for GSU
students with ID.

Thursday, March 5
• The Education Career
Day will be held in the Russell
Union on Thurs., March 5. Recruiters from 350 school sys-

•Robert Williams, 22,
Statesboro, was charged with
felony theft by taking.

February 24,1998

•Jeffery
Herrig,
20,
Snellville, was charged with
misdemeanor possession of
marijuana.

Editor's Note: Police Beat'
appears in every issue of The.
George-Anne in an effort to in-\
form the GSU community of the'
amount, nature and location of
crimes. All reports are public
record and as such are obtained
from the Statesboro Police De- •
partment and the GSU Divi-.
sion of Public Safety.

• There will be a Math Work-
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• There will be a Math Workshop "Math 98 Review" given
by B. Sparks at 5 p.m. in North
Building rm. 1002 For more information, call 681-0321.
• There will be a Math Workshop "Math 99 Review" given
by W. Habegger at 5 p.m. in
North Building rm. 1003. For
more information, call 6810321.

Recipes will be equally judged on four categories:

•
•
•
•

•Dine in of Take out*
I! ajM. -10 p."m."

It's time to Put
on Your Chefs
Hat, GSU!
Enter the Eat Smart
Recipe Contest for
National Nutrition Month!

.All Doy Buffet
50 V+<3ms
764-6661

Nutritional content
Appeals to college students
Ease in preparation
Originality

Recipes must be neatly printed or typed
and include amount of ingredients,
preparation method, your name, phone
number, and campus box number.
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Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick

#3 University Plaza
871-4054

The

Thursday, March 12

^RESTAURANT *J%
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• There will be a Math Workshop "Math 99 Review" given
by B. Sparks at 5 p.m. in North
Building rm. 1003. For more
information, call 681-0321.

PEKING

Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
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• There will be a Math Workshop "Math 98 Review" given
by B. Burke at 5 p.m. in North
Building rm. 1002 For more information, call 681-0321.

Prizes:
Your recipe served at a Food Service locale!
Gift Certificates from GSU Food Services!

•
•
•
•
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JOIN US ON THE PORCH THIS WEEK
FANTASTIC PRIZES, DISCOUNTS AND

Wednesday, March 11

Tuesday, March 10

21

sp

Saturday, March 7

• The GSU Botanical Garden is presenting a "Vine Egg
Basket Workshop" for adults
and children ages 12 and up
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Bland Cottage at the Garden,
1505 Bland Avenue. Each participant will use nature's vines
to create an egg basket. Cost of
the program is $20 for Friends
of the Garden and $25 for nonmembers For more information,
call 871-1114.
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• There will be a Math Workshop "Math 98 Review" given
by L. Bragg at 5 p.m. in North
Building rm. 1002 For more information, call 681-0321.

• WVGS will be hosting the
Battle of the Bands from noon
to midnight at Blind Willie's.
The show is a benefit for the
radio station and will feature
local acts battling to be called
the "Best in the 'Boro."
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•Latovia Hines, 18, Hwy 301,
was charged with theft of services.

shop "Math 99 Review" given
by J. Cason at 5 p.m. in North
Building rm. 1003. For more
information, call 681-0321.

102 Bramen

•Scott Campbell, 23,
Cumming, was charged with
misdemeanor possession of
marijuana.

•Damian Jennings, University Place, reported that a pistol had been stolen out of his

•Christopher Oreal, 19,.
Marietta, was charged with|
misdemeanor obstruction.
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tems throughout the Southeast
will travel to GSU to search for
teaching candidates. There will
be information tables and interview opportunities. Students
should bring, copies of their resumes and be prepared to discuss their future plans and
teaching interests

Wednesday, March 4

•Christopher Faircloth, 22,
North College Street, was
charged with DUI, red light violation and driving without a
valid license.

•Dustin Ranger, 18, Juliette,
was charged with DUI, weaving, failure to use signal, underage possession of alcohol and
open container.

•Michael Clinger, 19, Atlanta, was charged with enter-'
ing auto and misdemeanor obstruction.

•Ebony Jackson, 18, East
View Apartments, was charged
with theft of services.

ANNO UNCEMENTS

Things to Do at GSU

•April Washington, 21,
Hillcrest Apartments, was
charged with theft of.services.

February 25,1998

February 26,1998

February 28,1998

•Chris Jordan reported $100
missing from Dorman Hall.

I

with DUI (refusal) and leaving
the scene of an accident.

•A resident of Hendricks
Hall reported receiving harassing phone calls.

Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo Lighters

Submit your recipe in the box at the
Russell Union Information Deste
before 5 pm on March 13th.
Call 871-1732 if you have questions.

test PUfl€

®
Sponsored hu HSU Food Services and the Health Education Office,
a department of GSU Health Services.
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ONLY IN AMERICA...

O Pennsylvania

Woman gives pot to
4-year-old son
The Associated Press

ERIE — A tearful mother
pleaded guilty to charges that
she allowed her 4-year-old son
to smoke marijuana while a
video camera rolled.
Mary Jane Kline, 41, pleaded
guilty to eight charges including felony child endangerment,
four misdemeanor offenses of
corrupting minors and drug
charges.
Senior Judge George Levin
scheduled sentencing for March
25. Ms. Kline, who is free on
bail, faces a maximum possible
sentence of 28 years in prison.
Ms. Kline's lawyer, Dennis
Kuftic, said his client had a history of mental problems. Court
records show that she provided
marijuana to her son several
times from the summer of 1996
until March 1997.
"The child in all other respects was well-fed, wellclothed, Well-housed. He had
progressed appropriately for his
age," Kuftic said. He said Ms.
Kline has no other children.
The boy, now 5, has been living with relatives and family
friends in Meadville. Kuftic said

Ms. Kline has had supervised
visits with her son.
Assistant District Attorney
Damon Hopkins said he believed
the boy was going to be placed in
foster care.
State police said Kline went
into Erie to buy marijuana on
Dec. 27, 1996, with a boy and a
girl, both 14, and a 17-year-old
boy.
They returned to Ms. Kline's
former trailer home, where she
allowed the child to smoke the
drug, state police said.
"We don't know if he actually
got high from it," Kuftic said.
The incident was videotaped
by the 17-year-old boy, whose
mother found it and turned it
over to police.

Q Missouri

Skunks' mating ritual
forces schools to close
The Associated Press

SPOKANE — Spring is in the
air and a young skunk's fancy
turns to thoughts of love. Unfortunately, that means something
else is in the air, strong enough
to shut down an entire school
district.
About 760 students from three
schools in this small town between Springfield and Branson

went home Monday when a handful of skunks enjoying mating
season unleased the scent of love
underneath a middle school.
"It was an odor that burned
your mouth, it was that strong,"
said Dorothy Prewitt, secretary
at Spokane Middle School. "We
had to think of the safety of the
children. We didn't want to make
them sick."
Officials opened the windows
and doors, turned on the fans
and called in a skunk trapper.
The animals likely had been
under the middle school for some
time, said Larry Thome of Critter Control. Territorial behavior
probably caused them to put out
the odor, which was exacerbated
by unusually warm weather, he
said.
Mating season for skunks is
late February. Mrs. Prewitt said
this isn't the first time several
have chosen to rendezvous at
Spokane's schools.
"We get this about this time
every year," she said. "I think it's
a mating thing."

O Oregon

Employees reprimanded
for "mooning"

The Associated Press

SALEM — Five public employees who showed just how

O Ohio

Inmates watch payper-view movies
The Associated Press

public they could be, have been
reprimanded for "mooning" coworkers.
The incident occurred at Silver Falls State Park during a
training conference for the state
Water Resources Department. A
department report said the five
male employees were socializing
with about a dozen people shortly
after midnight Dec. 12 when they
decided to bare their behinds as
a joke.
"Unfortunately, it was mixed
company," Martha Pagel, director of the water resources agency,
said.
"The women who were there

Chiropractor sued for rubbing woman's pubic area

The Associated Press

PULASKI, Va. — A chirof praetor who massaged a woman's
I pubic area, telling her the treatment would relieve her constipation, must pay her $140,000 in
J damages after a jury found that
Jhe committed malpractice.
Glenn Payne, 38, and the
chiropractic clinic where he
works must pay Tammy Cole
$90,000 in compensatory dam•ages, the Pulaski County Circuit
Court jury decided. Attorneys for
Payne and Cole agreed Wednes, day on an additional $50,000 in
punitive damages.
Wl^H^ working as
Payne's assistant. at Tuck
Chiropractic Clinic in the spring
of 1994. Soon afterward, she said,
he began rubbing her back, giving her flowers, calling her at
home to ask her about her marriage and offering her free spinal
.adjustments.
When she mentioned at work
one day that she was constipated,
Payne claimed he could cure it,
Cole testified.
She said he took her into an
exam room, closed the door and

shut the blinds, and began alternating between rubbing her pubic area above her clothes and
adjusting her spine.
Payne massaged her pubic

"SHE WANTED TO
BELIEVE THAT HE WAS
TRYING TO DO SOME
GOOD FOR HER."

—

TERRY GRIMES,

COLE'S ATTORNEY

area again in several subsequent
sessions, at one point sliding his
hand beneath her panties but
never touching her genitals, Cole
testified. When her constipation
persisted after several sessions,
she concluded the treatment was
actually sexual misconduct.
"She wanted to believe that he
was trying to do some good for
her," said Terry Grimes, Cole's
attorney.
Payne denied ever touching
Cole under her clothes and said
the technique is legitimate.

CLEVELAND — Officials
weren't too happy that inmates
watched "Con Air" at the
Cuyahoga County juvenile detention center.
Getting a $2.95 Pay-PerView bill for the movie didn't
help either.
Authorities said that someone managed to arrange for
more than two dozen Pay-PerView movies in center rooms in
recent weeks, including "Face/
Off," "Liar, Liar" and "Speed 2:
Cruise Control."
The county was charged
$2.95 per movie and $6.95 for
several Playboy
TV programs.
John Zachariah, juvenile
court administrator, said authorities were investigating
how Pay-Per-View was added
to the basic cable television service.
An inmate claimed to have a
relative in the cable business
and may have arranged the
hookup, Zachariah said.
A guard also may have been
involved, he said.

sensed it was coming, and they
turned their backs."
Three department workers got
letters of reprimand in their files,
and similar letters were sent to
two local government employees.
Harsher penalties were not
imposed because no one was offended, Pagel said.
"It was just sort of a prank,
something that stemmed from
the conversation that was going
on at the time," she said.
"The people involved are longtime employees with good records
who had a lapse in judgment."

Union
Productions

One chriopractic expert said
Payne's technique may actually
have been legitimate, but not his
bedside manner.
"There are reflex points in the
pelvic region... They're very close
to areas related to the valve between the small intestine and
the large intestine, which is
where a lot of constipation problems stem from," said Dr. Jerry
Hochman, a professor at Life
University in Marietta, Ga.,
which teaches chiropractics.
But if he were to do such a
procedure, Hochman said, he
would ensure that -the door remained open and a female assistant observed the treatment.
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The Joke Zone

Thursday. March 5
Games People Play
Presents. . .

Richard J. Claveria. M.D.. Inc
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY

Sports Medicine

Games
People
Play

412 Northside Drive E.
Suite 500
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912)489-7746

Music Video Bingo
PRIZES: t-shirts and CDs of
your favorite Artist!

Public
Relations

$1 Per Bingo Card • FREE POPCORN
6-8 pm • Union Commons
Union Productions & Contemporary
Issues sends a special thank you to . ..

Contempt &£MMatu>,

Contemporar
Issues

r.Union Productions Team Interest Form

WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.

Marines

i Name

~l

,

LB
Ii Local Phone_
I For info call 681-0655
'or mail interest form to:
!GSU P.O. Box 8066

The few. The Provd. The Marines.

OFFICER

If you think you can handle a crash course
in management see Capt Komacki or Ssgt Froscher
on March 5th between 10am and 2pm
at Rotunda or Call 1-800-270-9874 ext. 14 then 15.

Sound Waves

Yes! I want to be involved in UP. Here is the
I Team that I am interested in!!
||G The Joke Zone □ Contemporary Iss._.
ssues
[USoundWaves □ Games People Play
||U SPLASH
• □ public Relations

Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it

MARINE

Your help with "Phenomenal Fashions", our
Annual Fashion Show to benefit the United
Way Fund for AIDS, was truly Phenomenal!
Thanks again for your continuing support of
Union Productions as well as your contributions in raising money for such a worthy
cause.

SPLASH

*.

A"1.
*#

c

*>. £

Union Productions

681-0655

Office Hours 9-4
P.O. Box 8066 GSU
Statesboro, Ga 30460
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For 70 years, Georgia Southern's Official Student Newspaper

Stacy demons
Editor

Amanda Crews
Managing Editor

Kelley McGonnell
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Our Opinion

The oldest continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County
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Survey shows binge drinking a
problem amongst GSU students
The results of a recent survey of GSU students about
binge drinking are disheartening, though not necessarily surprising.
With stories of binge drinking circulating around
college campuses all over the country, it is not shocking
that nearly half of GSU students who responded said
they binge drink at least three times a quarter and 16
percent said they overindulge in alcohol at least 10 times
per quarter.
Facts are facts. College students at GSU and nationwide are binge drinking, that is drinking five or more
drinks in one sitting.
Hearing about other college students dying from binge
drinking has not seemed to curb the problem. Listening
to lecture after lecture from doctors and other concerned
authorities hasn't seemed to make college students consider the all-too-lethal dangers of drinking too much at
once.
What should be done then?
First, we, as college students, should look out for our
friends. Taking care of a drunk friend might not seem
like the perfect end to a night of fun, but attending a
funeral because you failed to take care of your friend
when you had the chance is something you'll never be
able to accept.
Second, we should resolve never to drive after drinking any amount of alcohol. While the number of DUI
convictions in Bulloch County has declined from 296 to
157 during the past year, the problem of drinking and
driving is far from solved.
Endangering our own lives by drinking too much is
one thing; risking the lives of innocent people by getting
behind the wheel of a car is quite another.

Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The GeorgeAnne about whatever floats your boat. It's a quick, easy
way to write a mini-letter to the editor. Fill out this form
and send it to P.O. Box 8001, or drop it by The GeorgeAnne office at Williams Center room 223:
Name:

LB.:

Phone:

Your words of wisdom:

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced,
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to
print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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National study shows racial divide is growing larger.
In the February 15 and 17
editions of The George-Anne, a
two part series of race relation
stories conducted on the GSU
campus in November 1997 by
myself and three other student
journalists in Robert Bohler's advanced reporting course, found
that many GSU students, black
and white, have varied ideas on
whether race relations are a problem on campus ranging from the
effectiveness of Black Awareness
Month to police discrimination.
For those who participated in
the survey, were interviewed for
the survey and took the time to
read the articles on the race relations survey, I would like to personally thank you.
However, after doing the articles, I can see why both black
and white students feel the way
they do about race relations not
only on the GSU campus, but the
race relations problem in general.
Thirty years ago, at the height
of America's civil rights movement, a report concluded that
the nation was being divided into
two societies: "one black, one
white — separate and unequal."
On the anniversary of that
Kerner Commission report, a
private urban-policy group said
that's exactly what has happened.

Released Saturday, Feb. 28,
the report called "The Millennium Breach" said the economic
and racial divide in the U.S. not
only has materialized, it's getting wider.

homa and member of the Kerner
Commission. "They need to see
their own self-interest in this —
that it doesn't make sense to
have these underutilized regions
in the country and these

EVERYONE KNOWS RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION
STILL EXIST, BUT THEY AREN'T THE BIGGEST
PROBLEMS FACING AFRICAN-AMERICANS, OR THE
U.S. SOCIETY AS A WHOLE TODAY.

IF

WE KEEP

BANGING THE DRUM OF RACISM, WE WILL NEVER
FIND A WAY TO CLOSE THIS ECONOMIC RIFT.
Although the Kerner report
does not focus on local problems
like those found in the GSU race
relations survey, it is evident that
race relations in the U.S. are
viewed by a large majority of the
people as a problematic issue.
"People need to become aware
that things are getting worse
again," said the news report's coauthor, Fred Harris, a former
Democratic senior from Okla-

underutilized people whose lives
are being wasted."
Not all black leaders were
impressed with the findings.
Robert S. Woodson, Sr., a black
conservative who heads the National Center for Neighborhood
Enterprise, said the report rehashes earlier Kerner Commission updates and offers recommendations too general to be
useful.

He accused the authors of the
report of being "stuck in the '60s,"
and seeing the world only
through a "prism of race."
I don't know if the authors of
the Kerner report are "seeing
the world through a "prism of
race," but from what I gathered
while conducting the race relations survey here at GSU and
reading articles on the Kerner
Commission report, I would have
to say that the real problem ip
this society stems from a racial
divide due to economics.
While the national jobless rate
is below 5 percent, unemployment rates for young men in
places like South-Central Los
Angeles have topped 30 percent
and the child poverty rate in
America is four times the average of western European countries.
Everyone knows racism and
discrimination still exist, but
they aren't the biggest problems
facing African-Americans, or the
U.S. society as a whole today. If
we keep banging the drum of
racism, we will never find a way
to close this economic rift.
We all need to look at and
analyze the problems that society feels should be corrected and
begin coming up with some serious solutions to these problems
before it is too late.

Your Opinion
Students: beware
University officials: 'postpone
construction' keep parking spaces of grading errors,
especially final
Editor,
lems. Chaos on Chandler Road
will be a nightmare with most of grades

I would like to make a comment about your front page story
on Southern Center parking lot
closing. In February 26 story,
the dirt parking spaces would be
closed for expansion of the
Southern Center, I read that
SGA President Elkins was surprised by this decision.
I agree with Mr. Elkins about
the surprise part. Why didn't
Mr. Chambers think about setting the construction date for
Spring Break.
True, he did not know that the
permit was in state hands until
this past week.
He could not do anything
about, postponing construction
because of the state rule on constructing any project, but Mr.
Chambers could have prevented
this problem from happening if
he took the time to call the state
official who received the permit
request and asked for an extension.
I have a feeling the state officials would agree to postpone
until we left for Spring Break.
With Southern Center parking
closed, there will be future prob-

the students being directed towards the two parking lots mentioned.
More accidents will occur due
to people trying to get to class
early, and people will have some
trouble with finding parking
spaces due to people blocking the
entrances to any parking lot.
People need to leave early to get
out of the lot?
Unless he sends messages to
every professor on campus and
asks them to dismiss students
because of the traffic problem,
that is impossible to do. Professors will keep their class until
ten minutes before the hour.
Students who have to leave early
will miss out on the rest of his/
her's class. Not a smart move on
Mr. Chamber's behalf.
Mr. Chambers should follow
my advice: postpone construction. Call state officials, this
week, and ask for an extension
on the permit until March 18.
That way, there will not be any
"congestion" and/or parking problems in the future.
Stephen Ballenger
GSU Sophomore

told me to take my butt home.
These errors on the part of
my professors caused further
problems for me.
I had to send academic transcripts to graduate schools to
which I was applying and some
of these schools required all
Editor,
pertinent materials be in their
possession very soon after the
I write this correspondence as end of the GSU quarter.
a warning to all GSU students
Obviously, I did not want to
to carefully check your grades send a transcript with an
for accuracy, particularly, of errorneous failing grade on it.
To make a truly exasperatcourse, your final grades. .
Last quarter I had the mis- ing and complicated story short,
fortune of receiving an errone- I managed to get all the incorous grade for one course and an rect grades changed but cerincorrect audit designation for tainly not without irritation and ,
another course.
considerable anxiety. I must
Two of the three grades I commend the registrar's office
was given for the quarter were employees for their careful and t
wrong due to errors on the part patient assistance with this
of the professors.
muddled mess.
If only the professors in
The above scenario is inexcusable, really, and was made question had acted in like manmuch worse by the fact that I ner to begin with, this fiasco
was a graduating senior.
would never have taken place.
One of the erroneous grades Remember fellow students, proI received was an "F", some- fessors are quite capable of erthing I did not realize until well ror.
It is up to you to keep up with
after graduation ceremonies.
Luckily, I had decided not to your own grades and see that
bother with the graduation for- you receive your true academic
malities and thus saved myself acknowledgment. Don't be afraid
some acute embarrassment.
to speak up.
I suppose if I had gone to
Wayne Waters
receive my diploma at Hanner
GSU Alumnus
on the big day they would have

i
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Fellas: 'Put away your foolish pride and take a chance' in the dating scene

Editor,
Since coming to GSU in
1995,1 have noticed a decline
in the dating arena due to the
lack of pursuit from the male
population. I have found that
most guys have erased the
word dating from their vocabulary. It is almost like it no
longer exists. The concept of
dating is like an ancient ritual
that is no longer practiced. It
is only whispered about by
girls who believe that there is
'still hope for these hopeless
guys.
I often ask myself, "What
has happened to these guys?"
Well, from my personal observance, most of them can be
•found religiously hanging out
'at local bars. They are usually
'huddled together watching
sports or obnoxiously hitting

on unamused girls.
Some can be found cutting
the rug at disco night, while
others are involved in drunken
brawls.
These are definitely not
turn-ons to me and I can honestly say that a great majority
of girls would agree.
Instead of asking a girl to
dinner and the movies, these
guys just go out on the town
with their pals and look for potential prospects, who, if
they're lucky, might get a hot
beer.
I believe that some have become lazy and would be satisfied with resorting back to the
ways of the caveman. Whenever they see a girl they like,
they simply club her over the
head and drag her home.
These bar boys don't make the

slightest effort to spend quality
time with a girl. They need to
take a new approach if they

calities. I don't know, but I'm
guessing that they find the
whole idea a hassle. They have

I HAVE FOUND THAT MOST GUYS HAVE ERASED THE
WORD DATING FROM THEIR VOCABULARY.

IT

IS

ALMOST LIKE IT NO LONGER EXISTS. THE CONCEPT
OF DATING IS LIKE AN ANCIENT RITUAL THAT IS NO
LONGER PRACTICED.
wish to find Ms. Right. She is
not going to magically appear
on their doorstep one day or
decide that they're cute and
follow them home from the grocery store.
I think that guys have a
great misconception about dating. Some don't want to be
bothered with all the techni-

to call the girl, make plans, remember that they made plans,
get ready and hopefully arrive
to pick her up on time and not
forget their wallet. I don't
think that this is an impossible
task.
If all they gain from the date
is a friend, I believe that it is
worth it.

Wake up boys! It may be
the '90s, but there is always
room for proper courtship.
This is an opportune time to be
searching for a mate.
Dating involves respect,
honesty and pursuit. There is
always the risk of rejection and
disappointment, but on the
other hand there is also a wonderful opportunity to meet
someone that might be your
soul mate.
For all the good men out
there, who still believe in dating and try to incorporate it in
their lives, I hold you in the
highest regard. There are very
few that still dwell among us.
I hope that you may serve as
an example for the others who
have casually jumped off the
dating boat.
Unless there is a new trend

in dating, I don't see these
guys turning over a new leaf
anytime soon.
I plead with you fellows to
awaken from your drunken
sleep. There are so many adventures to uncover in the
world of dating. The dating
experience will hopefully open
many doors and take you to
different places. There is an
entire world full of people that
are waiting for a chance to
meet their special person.
Who knows? Maybe, your
special person is at the tips of
your fingers. All you have to
do is call. So, put away your
foolish pride and take a
chance. It may turn out to be
the chance of a lifetime.

Laura E. Gowan

GSU Junior

Aot, IC_^r\l°< C_^erfitied • lowing • Import Specialist

SOUTH 301

l PHARMACY JSpeciaK^

^ GEORGIA SOUTHERN

\Ne can fill prescriptions
from any doctor.

,

y Student >

We have over-the-counter
medications tool

1 Open to C.S.U.
1 Students ONLY!!

Auto Body Collision Center

jLPrice&JSf

We sell and install autoglass & body parts
.

• Free Estimates

25%-60% below Statesboro
Prescription Prices!

681-0807
Located inside the Health
Services Building
8:30 am - 5:30 pm (M-F)

i

• Student Discounts

No job is too BIG or SMALL «, us.
42 years of experience, come see
Mike Jett or Bill O'neal.
(912)871-5181
1305 Hwy 301 South » Statesboro, GA 30458

Do We Have Your Current Address?

In order for you to receive information from us concerning your registration, fees, financial aid,
grades, etc. we must have your current address on file. If your address has changed in the past
months, please provide us with that information using the form below. Take a moment to fill out this
form and send it to the Registrar's Office via intracampus mail at P. O. Box 8092. Thank You!
Official Change of Address Request
Please Print

Name:

Social Security Number:
Local Street Address: _
City:
Phone:

(_

State:

Zip Code:

State:

Zip Code:

.).

Permanent Home Address(Cannot be a Campus Mail Box):
City:
Phone:

(.

.).

.Relationship:

Name of Emergency Contact:
Street Address:
State:

City:
Phone: (.

Zip Code:

-).

Date

Signature

Academic Affairs

Vice President's Office
Post Office Box 8022
Georgia Southern University
Statesboro, GA 30460

912/681-5258

Fax: 912/681 -5279

hscarter@GaSoU.edu
E-mail: cbiack@GaSoU.edu
lvantassell@GaSoU. edu
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Inside Sports:

•Women's Basketball team losses to UNC-G in SoCon
Championship game
•Baseball team drops doubleheader
•Men's tennis falls to Furman at home
•MLB News
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SPORTS
PHILOSOPHY!
LEE GUAKNELLA

Nagano is nomore!

1

For me, and I know I speak~
for a majority of people out
there, I am so happy that the
Winter Games in Nagano are
over. The Winter Olympics
are a wonderful tradition of
sports and displayals of
athleticism, but man, can they
be boring sometimes.
Yes, yes, yes, I know all
about the wonderful ice skating the USA has. Tara
Lipinsky and Michelle Kwan
are indeed incredible at what
they do. But does anyone out
there get just a little bored at
people flailing their bodies
about on the ice in some artistic expression?
Another sport that just mystifies me is the long-jump. Are
these people crazy? These athletes climb up what seems to
be 10-stories to a platform that
overlooks thousands of people
and put on skis that are twice
as long as their bodies and slid
down a death slide in order to
jump the farthest. Totally
nuts! I don't see how these
guys land without breaking
every bone in their body.
And what about the luge
competition. This sport looks
like the sport of the confused.
These people look like they
just couldn't let go of all the
times they raced down a
snowy hill when they were
kids. Now, I have been in a
luge before, kinda fun, but
very dangerous.
The only winter sport I care
to tune into is hockey. Now,
the USA did completely blow
the whole thing, but I did get
the chance to see some good
hockey. However, the USA
choked so hard against
Canada. They could have
beaten those guys. They were
just scared. The problem with
the USA team was that poor
Mike Richter, who can't stop a
hockey puck to save his life.
Oh well, being a Ranger fan
I'm. allowed to say these
things. Ah Stanley Cup, we
hardly knew ye!
The gold medal game was
the best. The Czech Republic
beat the Russian team 1-0 in a
great defensive battle. That's
good because I don't like the
Detroit Red Wings and if you
are any fan of NHL hockey,
you know that the Detroit
team are loaded with Russians. I'm sure my buddy
Fabian loved to see that. His
beloved Philadelphia Flyers
were swept by those same Detroit guys.
If I were in charge of the
Olympics, there would be a
few additions to the winter
sports. Snowmobiles pulling
skiers through forests would
be one. We could call it the
"Hang-on-for-dear-life event."
A very simple idea if you think
about it. The only downside to
the game would be the possible
high-speed contact with a tree.
This only makes the game better in my opinion.
The Winter games, overall,
pretty much stunk. Give me
the Summer Olympics any
day. Now those are the real
games. Baseball, soccer, track,
swimming, tennis, basketball,
the list goes on. The Summer
Games are the games that
most of the people watch for a
reason: more people enjoy
summer sports in America
than winter sports. Now I
love to ski, but give me the
warm sun anytime.
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Lady Eagles fall in SoCon championship game

G-A Staff Reports

The Lady Eagle basketball
team advanced to the Southern
Conference Tournament Championship game Sunday, March
1, but was defeated by UNCGreensboro 75-69. GSU held a
32-24 halftime lead over the
Lady Spartans, but UNC-G
outscored the Lady Eagles 5137 in the second half.
"We came out in the second
half, but our transition defense
was not there," said Assistant
Coach Stacy Pardee. "We
couldn't get back on defense."
Greensboro started reasserting themselves early in the second half, using a 11-2 run to get
back in the game. Biz Brediger's
lay up with under 11 minutes to
go in the game cut GSU's lead to
40-39. The Lady Eagles extended their lead to 48-41 on
Rosie Arnold's driving lay up
through the lane. UNC-G cut
into GSU's lead again, before
Arnold's three pointer gave the
Lady Eagles their biggest lead

of the second half, 59-51 with
less than eight minutes left in
regulation.
But the Lady Spartans came
back once again. Rebecca
Viverette's three pointer gave
UNC-Greensboro their first lead
of the game, 62-61 with four
minutes left. The lead would
swing back and forth between
the two teams for the next few
minutes.
Another lay up by Arnold tied
the game at 65-65 at the 1:46
mark. But a Melinda Goodson
lay up, and four consecutive free
throws by Viverette put the game
away, giving UNC-G a 71-65 lead
with 21 seconds left.
"Overall, we hung in there,"
Pardee said. "But in the second
half we didn't stay focused on
the little things."
Telly Hall led all Eagle scorers, pouring in 21 points and
pulling down 12 rebounds. Hall
received the Tournament MVP
award for her efforts.
"It's tough to lose that final.
Please see Tourney, page 7

1998Advance
Auto Parts/
Southern
Conference AllTournament First
Team
Telly Hall - GSU
Melinda Goodson - UNCG
Biz Brediger - UNCG
Jennifer O'Brien - Davidson
Haley Cook - Furman

SoCon Second Team
Rosie Arnold-GSU
Sharon Mitchell-GSU
Rebecca Vinerette - UNCG
Meredith Denton - Wofford
Katy Kamp- Davidson

File Photo

Fun while it lasted: GSU Lady Eagles, regular season Southern
Conference Champions, lost the tourney final Sunday, March 1 to
UNC-Greensboro, 75-69.

SoCon Tournament
Most Outstanding
Player
Telly Hall - GSU

GSU baseball drops doubleheader at home
the fence for a two run shot,
cutting the lead to 10-5.
"I was just trying to put the
ball in play," Pollock said. "My
job is to get on base. I just got a
hold of one and it got out."
But the Eagles (3-7) could not
silence the Gamecocks' bats,
even though they went through
four pitchers.
A
double
by
Bryan
Williamson, and a home run by
Dean Friery put the game out of
reach, as the Gamecocks went
out in front, 13-5, after six innings.

Jack. St.
GSU

15

"They're (Jacksonville St.) a
good ball club, with a good program. We knew that from when
we played them last year,"
Stallings said after the game.
"They're a tough team. We just
didn't perform well in this ball
Caryn Brown
Throw him out: GSU suffered a sweep against Jacksonville State this past weekend, The Eagles game."
The Eagles stayed closer to
dropped two in a doubleheader, 15- 8 and 4-2. GSU plays at home again on Thurs., March 11 vs. Mercer.
the Gamecocks on Sunday, but
By Jamie Hodges
"We stunk up the ballpark Slam home run by Gamecock the results were still the same.
Assistant Sports Editor
Saturday. Our pitching was poor designated hitter Clarence GSU had some opportunities,
The GSU baseball team was and we had a lot of errors," Protho put Jacksonville State but could not take advantage of
swept by the Jacksonville State Stallings said. "Sunday we out ahead 9-3 at the end of the them.
"We had some very poor at
Gamecocks this past weekend. played defensively well. We just second inning.
Jacksonville State defeated the didn't swing the bat effectively
The Gamecocks scored again bats with guys in scoring posiEagles 15-8 on Saturday and 4- while we had players in scoring in the fourth inning. Jeff. tion," Stallings said. "That has
to be from a lack of concentra2 on Sunday.
position."
Tidwell's basehit made it 10-3.
In the bottom half of the fourth tion, not having enough patience
In the first game of the two
GSU baseball head coach Jack
Stallings was not pleased with day series, Jacksonville State inning, GSU's lead off hitter Jody to wait on a good pitch."
GSU scored in the first inbeing swept, but felt that his (7-2) used their sluggers to jump Pollock parked Gamecock
on the Eagles early. A Grand pitcher J.R. Allen's pitch over ning off a double steal by Jody
team played better on Sunday.
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Pollock and John Durik. Durik
was attempting to steal second
base when he got caught in a run
down. Pollock, who was on third
base, sprinted toward home.
By the time the throw came
in to home plate from second
base, Pollock had already scored.

"I waited until the throw came
in (to second) and then I
stopped," Durik said. "As soon
as I stopped, that was his (Pollock) key to break. Jody is a fast
player, and he was able to score.
The play was executed well."
The Eagles kept their lead
until the fourth inning, when
back to back homers by Gamecocks Wes Brooks and Jeff
Tidwell pushed Jacksonville St.
in front 2-1.
Another hit by Tidwell drove
in two runs for the Gamecocks
in the seventh.
GSU would score again however, off a Matt Easterday hit
making the score 4-2. However,
the Eagles could not cut into the
two run gap as they went on to
lose the second game.
"Of course we're disappointed.
It was a tough loss," Durik said.
"We made some simple mistakes.
But I still believe that we have a
quality team, and a great coach.
As soon as we get on a roll, we'll
be all right."
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Furman serves up loss for GSU, sweeps Eagles

By Lee Guarnella
Sports Editor

The men's tennis team ran
into stiff competition last Thursday as they hosted the Paladins
from Furman for the first Southern Conference match of the
year.
GSU couldn't find a win as
Furman swept the Eagles. The
Furman victory sent the GSU
record to (2-4, 0-1) for the year.
Men's tennis first-year-coach
Eric Gottschalk talked about
what GSU would have to do in
order to play with the tough opponents from the Southern Conference.
"We just have to be more confident on the courts," Gottschalk
said.
"Their number one
(singles) guy is 47th in the NCAA
and their number seven guy is
50th."
The defending SoCon champion Furman had their way with
the young GSU tennis squad,
defeating them in the singles
competition as well as the
doubles.

GSU's no. 1 player Christian
Singer had to fight for every
point in his loss against
Furman's no. 1 player, Sam
Schroclucke 3-6, 0-6.
"WE JUST HAVE TO BE
MORE CONFIDENT ON
THE COURTS.

THEIR

NUMBER ONE
(SINGLES)

GUY IS

47TH IN THE

NCAA

AND THEIR NUMBER
SEVEN GUY IS 50TH."

—COACH ERIC
GOTTSCHALK

"I didn't play too well," Singer
said about his performance after the match. "I hate having to
play a lot of serve and volley."
"He (Sam Schroclucke,

Furman player) served well, as
well as his play at the net."
GSU's no. 6 player Alex
Franqui gave Furman's Brett
Damaido a run for his money,
sending the match into a third
set in the final match of the
afternoon, but ended up losing
in the end, 5-7, 6-1, 7-5.
The doubles action provided
no wins for GSU either. The
Eagles were swept in three tandem matches.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Christian Singer and Florian
Scheidat was defeated by
Furman's No. 1 team of
Schroclucke and Abney 8-2.
"They were really intimidated," Gottschalk said. "We
played well but Furman has had
a tougher schedule playing ACC
teams like Duke and Georgia
Tech."
The Eagle's next home match
at the Hanner courts will be
March 2 as they go for their first
conference win versus Davidson
at 2 p.m.

I

Dumas Kisseih

The men's tennis team lost their first SoCon match of the season to
the Furman Paladins last Thursday at the Hanner courts.

George-Anne
TOURNEY

continued from page 6
Greensboro turned up the
heat, and we congratulate them,"
Head Coach Rusty Cram said
after the game. "They were making our shots difficult with their
good defense. We just weren't
knocking down shots on the outside."
The Lady Eagles defeated
Wofford
84-57
in
the
quarterfinals and Furman 80-60
in the semifinals to get to the
championship game.
"We'll have four seniors coming back and all of them will
have been tested through the

!'J

Tournament experience," Pardee
said. "They'll be hungry for a
Southern Conference crown next
year.
The men's basketball team
was also knocked out of the
Southern Conference Tournament this weekend.
GSU was defeated by top
seeded Davidson 74-68 in the
second round.
Senior Elvardo Rolle led the
attack, hitting six of ten from
three point land for 20 points.
Quentin Martin contributed 18
points and Arkee Thompson

added 14. Head Coach Gregg
Polinsky said he felt that his
team accomplished most of their
goals for the season.
"At this point of the season, I
feel we have filled our potential
and maxed out our effort," he
said. "We played a great
Davidson team and we are a good
Georgia Southern team. Both
teams stepped up and made big
plays."
GSU defeated ETSU in first
round play 57-47. The Eagles
are still unbeaten in Southern
Conference first round action.

Braves reliever on comeback
trail after being out 18 months
By Tom Saladino
The Associated Press

KISSIMMEE, Fla.—The last
time Pedro Borbon pitched for
the Atlanta Braves, he was at
i 4he top of his game, striking out
two batters and getting two
strikes on a third.
Then he heard an awful pop in
his left elbow.
That was Aug. 22, 1996,
against the Cincinnati Reds. "I
"went out with a bang," the hardthrowing left-hander recalls.
After reconstructive surgery,
•his elbow has been given a clean
bill of health. He can win one of
two open spots in the Braves'
'.'bullpen this spring if it stays
sound.
The average time for recuperali tion from such surgery, transplanting a ligament from the leg
to the elbow, is 18 months.
"Right now, everything is
'great, right on schedule," Borbon
said at the Braves' Disney World
training camp. "I've thrown bating practice every day. Everything is normal. I'm not holding
anything back."
I "If I was going to experience
some major setback, I'd be feel-

ing it right now."
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox
is pleased.
"So far, so good," Cox said. "If
he pitches well this spring... he's

"IT WAS THE HARDEST
EXPERIENCE I'VE EVER
HAD IN MY LIFE. I
DON'T

WISH ANYBODY

TO GO THROUGH IT. IT
WAS TOUGH MENTALLY,
IT WAS TOUGH
PHYSICALLY."
—PEDRO BORBON,
ATLANTA BRAVES RELIEF

PITCHER

got a job."
In addition to his five starters, Cox intends to keep six relievers. Mark Wohlers, Alan
Embree, Mike Cather and Kerry
Ligtenberg are assured of four of
the spots. Borbon, Brad Clontz,
Paul
Byrd
and
Brian
Edmondson, who was picked up

in the Rule 5 draft from the
Mets, are contending for the
other two.
Borbon, 30, made it to the
Braves in 1995. He was 2-2 with
a 3.09 ERA and two saves in 32
innings, primarily used in spot
situations to get left-handed hitters out.
He was a standout in the
playoffs that year, striking out
the side in his only appearance
in the opening round and then
helping the Braves win the
World Series against the Cleveland Indians with a save in Game
4.
Borbon tried to come back prematurely last June. But a torn
forearm muscle shut him down
for two months, slowing his recuperation.
"With this kind of injury you
don't know what's going to happen. It's a day-to-day thing.
You've just got to live with it."
Borbon said his time on the
sideline has been difficult.
"It was the hardest experience I've ever had in my life. I
don't wish anybody to go through
it. It was tough mentally, it was
tough physically," he said.
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Lady Eagles finish with a 1-3 record at Univ. of
South Florida/Louisville Slugger Invitational
GSU News Services

and striking out four.
TAMPA, Fla.—The GSU softThe Lady Eagles jumped on
ball team finished its run the board early when Beth
through the University of South Dance booked a two RBI double
Florida/Louisville Slugger Invi- that scored seniors Sheri Russo
tational on Sunday with a 1-3
record, falling in the first of two
AFTER THE WEEKEND'S
semifinal match-ups to Ohio
State, 6-2, in the tourney's final
PLAY, THE LADY
day of action.
EAGLES STAND WITH A
The Eagles captured their lone
win on Saturday, when a fiveOVERALL RECORD OF
run first inning against Coastal
Carolina guided the way to a 7-2
6-13.
victory.
Last Friday, GSU fell victim and Danelle Toole. GSU would
to the number-six ranked team tack on three more with the
in the country, South Florida, by help of two costly Chanticleer
a 3-0 count, and then to Ohio errors and record its most proState by a score of 4-2. After the ductive inning of the season.
weekend's play, the Lady Eagles The Lady Eagles tacked on two
stand with a overall record of 6- more in the fourth inning when
13.
freshman Lacey Kammerer
After dropping a pair on the reached home on a wild pitch
tournament's first day, the Lady just before junior Sabrina Right
Eagles responded with its first plated a run on another CCU
win, led by the pitching of error.
sophomore Jennifer Miller (4Russo led the way offensively
6). Miller cruised in allowing for the Lady Eagles by going 2only four hits, no earned runs, for-4 with one run scored and

one RBI. The two hits moved her
hitting streak to eight games.
Dance contributed with a l-for-3
showing, one run scored and two
RBIs.
In Sunday's rematch with
Ohio State, the Lady Eagles
jumped on the board when
Dance's lead-off triple in the
bottom of the third inning was
followed by GSU's first home
run of the season ~ sophomore
Jennifer Harris's two-run shot
that sailed over the left field
fence.
GSU held the 2-0 lead for two
innings before the Buckeyes
plated three runs in both the
fifth and sixth innings to take
the win. Jaime Chenevey's solo
homer highlighted the sixth inning for OSU.
The Lady Eagles will be in
action again this weekend when
they return home for doubleheaders against Samford on Saturday, March 7, and Jacksonville State the following day.
Game times for both days are
slated for 1 p.m.

1998 basketball season memorable for off-court activity
By Chris Sheridan

The Associated Press

Pick the enduring images from
the 1997-98 NBA season so far.
Notice how only a few are about
wins and losses or on-court accomplishments.
Most are about money and
power.
The NBA has had to deal with
small firefights all season, symptomatic skirmishes in a league
that's anxious about the postJordan era, tense about its authority and nervous about the
atmosphere of uncertainty, jealously and loathing. All the issues have come to the forefront
as a labor war looms this summer.

"I have personally been really turned off by this entire season," said agent Steve Kauffman,
who represents more than 40 pro
players. "Maybe this is a prelude
because we know what's coming."
Among the power struggles
and leverage displays:
Latrell Sprewell choking his
coach, drawing the longest nondrug suspension in NBA history,
losing the remaining $25 million
on his contract and then having
the players union wage its first
big fight of the year.
Michael Jordan standing before a sea of microphones, stating once again that this season
will be his last unless the Chi-

cago Bulls retain Phil Jackson
as coach.
Commissioner David Stern
cracking down on long shorts and
off-court transgressions and
turning the Sprewell case into a
referendum on out-of-control athletes.
Damon Stoudamire rejecting
two trades, refusing to promise
prospective suitors he would resign with them when he becomes
a free agent next summer.
Kenny Anderson having his
agent broker a trade from the
Raptors to the Celtics after adamantly stating that he'd never
report to Toronto. Kendall Gill
threatening to retire if he is
traded to Toronto.

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain*

Miscellany

#1 Cause of Suicide

Depression is a suppression of brain activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable,
(JN T RE A IE D
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind, /-v r /-> *■> r C'C*/"
Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide Awareness\Voices of Education)

DEPRESSION
http://www.save.org

Magazine of the Arts

Evening of the Arts
m

Open Mic Night
March 11,1998
7:30 pm
Foy Fine Arts Gallery

Read your Poems, Stories,
Essays, Prose, Perform Dramatic
Readings, or Acoustic Songs.
Food and Drink will be provided I
Any Questions
681-0565

7:00 PM

TONIGHT!
MARCH 3,1998

Come watch fellow students
compete for prizes totaling $400!

Boo*

Admission is FREE with
GSU Student/Faculty ID.
General public $1.00

RUSSELL UNION
BALLROOM
CELLULARONE,

Eagle Creek
CYCLERY & OUTFITTERS
Persomi Trainers
1* Ft*

I

IwmcD)
^—iFM lOO—^

South Georgia
Fitness & Aerobics

^

The Flo

GNCLive Well.

Baston^wRobWn^
__W_
DUNKIN'
A

SI4JMVP OONUTS@
The Belter U7;v To Bunk'
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What do GSU students do on the weekend?

Greek Update

Kappa Delta presents:
'Battle of the Wings'
By Karen Abbott

Features and A&E Editor

Kesha Thomas: Spends
time at church

Brandy Nelson:
Clubing

Fernando Matule: Roller
Blading

By Rodney Reid

campus as we all let out our
gleeful sighs of relief as we plan
It's Monday morning. My tele- our weekend activities. Approvision has just come blaring on priately enough, I thought an
to alarm me that its 7:45 a.m. interesting question to ask GSU
this week, is what is your favorand time to get my butt up.
I reluctantly pull myself out of ite thing to do on the weekend?
I know a lot of you are screambed hitting the power switch on
my television, while stepping ing there is not much to do in
over my dirty clothes from the Statesboro on the weekend, but
day before. Forty minutes and a 20 percent of the 63 students
bowl of soggy cornflakes later, I questioned gave an answer that
jump into my car hurriedly try- can be done in any city, big or
ing to reach a parking space that small.
The answer they gave is quite
is at least in the same area code
simple, sleep. What is more reas the classroom.
Slouching down into the clos- warding than rolling over and
est desk, I prepare myself to fight smashing the snooze button on
through three straight hours of the alarm, without the least bit
lectures and another grueling of guilt? After a week of class
week of classes.
and the occasional hours of studyBy the time Friday finally rolls ing, we all can use a few extra
its slow self around again, I'm hours of sleep on the weekend.
mentally exhausted; yet I eagerly
"I don't get much sleep during
await for the weekend to get the week so I love to catch up on
kicked off, like children await- the weekend," Lisa Derella said.
ing for the go ahead to open their
The number two response, regifts on Christmas.
ceiving 13 percent of the votes is
I know this sounds familiar to hanging out. Hanging out is
a lot of students, as we all seem something we generally do all
to have to sit through a weeks week long; however, on the weekworth of classes, trying to keep ends our friends seem to get a
our eyes open and heads up as little funnier and a whole lot
they sway from side to side, as if wilder. Coming in a close third,
the teacher is hitting us in the with 12 percent of the votes is
none other the idea of drinking.
head with straight jabs.
Whether throwing down a few
However, when Friday hits, a
big gush of wind blows across mixed drinks at a restaurant or
Staff Writer

Jim Oliveira: Watching
movies

Malcolm Lee: Hangin' out

SONIC WRAPS IT UP THIS MARCH!

7 COMBOS & ONE DINNER. PLUS A 5 MINUTE GUARENTEE
DRIVE-IN
322 South Main

'Everything you're hungry for""

DRIVE

-™Ru

Offers Not Good With Any Other Coupons or Offers

(A)'Deluxe Sonic Burger
• Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink
(B) • Ex-Long Chili Cheese Cone
•Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink
(C) • Country Fried Steak Sandwic
•Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink

fPLUS TAXj

(F) • Brown Bag Special

'Measure for Measure' performances this week

GSU's Theatre & Performance
will present nightly performances ofWilliam Shakespeare's
Measure for Measure, directed
by Gary Dartt and James
Harbour, from March 4-7 at 8
p.m. in the McCroan Auditorium.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door, at the Athletic Ticket Office in Hanner Fieldhouse or by
calling 681-0123.
Measure for Measure stimulates audiences to reflect on the
world in which they live. While
the play is written for the Elizabethan period, the characters and
themes within the play relate to

aspects of today's current events.
The play illustrate the power
and sexual hypocrisy which are
present in modern-day politics
and society.
The corrupting force of power
is a central characteristic in the
world of Measure for Measure.
The play also presents a battle
ofwills between men and women.
The sexual power play at work
symbolizes the power struggle
between men and women in society.
In Measure for Measure, the
struggle is political and relational.

Get caught up in The George Anne.

Georgia Southern University Cultural Diversity Week
March 2-6, 1998

• 2 Deluxe Sonic Burgers
• 2 Large Fries or Tots
• 2 Medium Soft Drinks

(G)# Chicken Strip Dinner
(H) 'Deluxe Sonic Burger

Mondav. March 2.1998

8:00 a.m. -4:00p.m.
Recollections: Lumbee
heritage GSU Museum
Exhibit
Photographic exhibit presents
pre-1945 overview of family
and community life among the
Lumbee Indians.
Showing through March 29

•Regular Onion Rings
OFFER ENDS: MARCH 31, 1998

(D) -Breaded Chick-Filet Sandwich "Large Fries or Tots
-^
Medium Soft Drink
(E) 'Double Meal, Double Cheeseb
•Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink

Lfl

2:00 p.m. "A World of
Differences: Understanding
Cross-Cultural Miscommunication."
This video examines 14 key
facets of cross-cultural
miscommunication.
Sponsored by School of
Nursing
Russell Union- Room 2048
4:00p.m. Cultural Diversity
on Campus: Are We Receiving a Diverse Education?
Panel discussion with student
leaders and the Diversity
Council.
Russell Union- Room 2048

Walk to GSU!

NOW LEASING
(912) 681-6765

Tuesday. March 3,1998

2:00p.m. Diversity in
Religion: Are we Accepting
of ALL Religion?
John Parcels, Assistant
Professor, Literature and
Philosophy Department
Russell Union- Room 2080

TOWNEGU5
APARTMENTS
1818 Chandler Road
Statesboro, GA 30458

kicking back at the house with a
six pack, some GSU students,
seem to be all for getting a little
tipsy on the weekend.
Following right behind drinking, 10 percent of the students
surveyed said their favorite thing
to do on the weekend was go to a
club.
Some may get rowdy-rowdy
with Master P, others line dance
with Garth Brooks, but all get
out and get their groove and
mangling on. Surprisingly, only
4 out of the 63 students surveyed, one of which is Adrienne
Boiler, said going home is there
favorite thing to do on the weekend, bringing back the title of
GSU being a suit case school.
Several students reported
hanging out with their boyfriend
or girlfriend as being their favorite thing to do on the weekend.
Maybe one of those devoted
lovers can find the guy who gave
practicing the violin as his favorite thing to do, to play for their
significant other.
Unfortunately, two of my favorite things to do on the weekend, shopping and watching
movies, were given by very few
students. Quite a few students
were reluctant to give a truly
honest answer, instead opting to
give answers that were at least
legal or less taboo.

Gaining Strength Through Unity Week

MARCH SPECIALS

STOP
Fighting Traffic...

■ Charming Doughty:
Hanging with boyfriend

The Kappa Delta sorority
presents the 5thAnnual"Battle
of the Wings" contest being held
on March 5 at the Kappa Delta
house from 4-7 p.m.
The event is one of the many
and most popular events the
Kappa Delta sorority participates in each year and the proceeds from the contest will go to
Statesboro's Battered Women
Shelter.
The Woodin Nikel, Buffalo's,
Dingus MaGee's and Hungry
Howies, among others, will be
competing for the title "Best
Wings in the 'Boro." Each business donates the wings and all
the people attending get to
choose their favorite.
The contest is anonymous.
No one will know which wings
belong to which restaurant.
They will be marked by a colored toothpick and the restaurant with the most toothpicks

at the end of the event will be
awarded with a trophy.
Money donations were also
given to help support the shelter by RJ Pope, Tropical Tan
and Total Image, Daylight Donuts and Franklin Chevrolet.
An added plus to the festivities will be the presence of Wild
Wings Cafe, who will be making their debut in Statesboro.
They will be setting up a
booth and handing out T-shirts
and food samples to help promote their Grand Opening
which will be around April 1.
The festivities will take
place outside the Kappa Delta
house. The public is urged to
attend.
Tickets are now on sale for
$5. They can be purchased by
Kappa Delta sisters or on the
day of the event.
Kappa Delta hopes students
will come out and support
Statesboro Battered Women's
Shelter and chow down on some
wings!

s

4:00 p.m. "A World of
Gestures"
This video explores gestures
from cultures around the
world. Sponsored by School
of Nursing
Russell Union- Room 2080

7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
National Coalition Building
Institute
Diversity Training Workshop
Southern Center- Room 116

Wednesday. March 4.
1998

12:00p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Red Cross Blood Drive:
Saving Many Lives, One
Pint at a Time
Self-Contained- Union
Rotunda- Russell Union
Sponsored by Minority
Advisement Program
2:00p.m. "The Human Face:
Emotions, Identities and
Masks"
This video explores the
expressive power of the
human face. Twelve facial
properties are explored with a
strong cross-cultural perspective.
Sponsored by School of
Nursing
Southern Center - Room 213
6:00 p.m. Non-Traditional
Couples
Dr. Fred Richter, Associate
Professor, Literature and
Philosophy and Iris
Sandkuhler, Assistant Professor, Art Department
Southern Center - Auditorium
Thursday. March 5.1998
2:00 p.m. "Cold Water"
Video: Intercultural Adjustment and Values
Conflict of Foreign Students
an Scholars at an American
University.
Southern Center - Room 213

6:00 p.m. The Southern
Dialect: Is It Cultural
Socialization?
Mildred Pate, Instructor
Writing and Linguistics
Department
Southern Center - Room 213

Friday. March 6.1998

11:00 a.m. Diversity through
Community Service
Information table on service
opportunities. Sponsored by
Office of Volunteer Services
Russell Union Rotunda
11:30-1:00p.m. International Student Coffee Hour
Sponsored by First Bulloch
Bank
Russell Union - Room 2080
1:30p.m. Multicultural
Harmony: Where Are We
Now?
Art King, Coordinator,
Multicultural Programs
Russell Union - Room 2048

Look For Future

AwfirptiPMi Weeksl
Multicultural Affairs
Office Hours: 8 a.m. -5
p.m.
Rosenwald - Room 2034
Art Xing-Coordinator of
Multicultural Affairs
NeCole Bartlett-Coordmator of Minority Advisement Programs
Tutoring Offered through
Minority Advisement
Program
Mon. - Wed.; 5 - 6 p.m.

George-Anne
If you can't tip,
stand at the back
of the line
As in many of my previous
columns, I usually write about
family, friends or cheating guys.
But today, I propose a question
to all of you: Why are some
college students so cheap?
Notice, I said some college students, not all.
Yes, I am a college student,
and sometimes my funds aren't
as sufficient as I would like them
to be, but those are the nights I
stay at home,
eat macaroni
and cheese and
drink kool-aid.
People, don't
takethat$6in
your pocket
and go out for
a meal unless
it's fast food.
And surely
don't plan to go
out drinking.
I know this is a
college town, but most of the
people who are serving you are
your fellow classmates.
They're trying to pay for
school, rent and just get by, so
don't take away from them just
because you don't have any
money and can't tip. They're
providing you with a service and
deserved to be tipped.
I often go out and I notice
people's behavior. I am a peoplewatcher, and some of the things
people do kill me.
There will be a group of people
complaining about waiting to get
a drink, when they can plainly
see the bartenders are extremely
busy. Just because you may have
to wait, or you were overlooked
as the next person in line, is not
the bartenders fault.
Having been a bartender, I
know that they don't see a line.
They see people standing there
with money in their hands calling out what they need. They
don't know who was there first.
They barely have enough time
to pick their heads up in between
making drinks. Many bartend-

OUTSIDE
LOOKING IN
KAREN ABBOTT
ers don't stop making drinks for
4-5 straight hours!
So when you finally do get
served, throw them a dollar in
the tip jar. Next time, they'll
notice you and hook you up.
Don't be one of those people
who fake the
hand motion to
the tip jar and don't
drop any money in,
never call a bartender "Buddy,"
and never ask
them to make
your drink a
little stronger if
you can't pull
some money out
of your pocket for a
tip.
Another thing I notice is, with
all the people on this campus
who start tabs at a bar and put it
on credit cards, why can't you
leave that extra $3-$4.
I really don't think at the end
of the month those few extra
dollars are going to matter all
that much.
I know that not a lot of people
have worked in the restaurant/
bar business before, so I do sympathize with some of you, but
you can see how hard these people
work.
Most of you know they only
make minimum wage, so their
tips are the only money they
make.
Put yourself in their shoes.
Bartending may look like a lot of
fun, and sometimes seems glorious, but most of that thinking is
false, it is a difficult job trying to
please people who are drinking.
If you show some love to the
bartenders, they'll show love
back.
Word to the wise, tip big, tip
often and just tip to make a
bartender's day!
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You snooze, you lose: College students dozing off
By Anne Fawcett

Daily Tar Heel (UNC-Chapel Hill)

The people who doze off every day in your
2 p.m. class may not be suffering from
boring-professoritis.
They may actually be sleep-deprived.
New research shows that college students
largely make up the sleepiest group in a
sleepy nation, risking dangerous academic
and social consequences.
Many instructors say symptoms of deprivation — the nodding heads and droopy
eyes — typically kick in during afternoon
classes.
While many professors blaze through
their lessons as planned, some refuse to
teach during high-doze times.
"What's the use of teaching in a bedroom?" asked James Maas, a psychology
professor at Cornell University.
Maas' research on sleep deprivation has
found that college students average 6.1
hours of sleep each night — three to 3 times
less shut-eye than they need and less than
the national average of seven hours.
"I describe college students as a group of
walking zombies," he said.
While many students behave as if they
are immune to sleep, Maas said they actu-

Madonna wants
to keep her
baby out of
public eye
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — At the request of a "shaken" Madonna,
MTV cut 53 seconds of footage
showing the singer playing with
her baby daughter, Lourdes, from
a program that aired last weekend.
Madonna, who also posed with
the child for a photo spread in
Vanity Fair magazine, now considers it a mistake to make pictures of her daughter public,
MTV newsman Kurt Loder said.
It was a "spur of the moment"
decision by Madonna to allow
MTV cameras to shoot pictures
of the girl at a Los Angeles studio
last fall, Loder said. She was

Bhatnagar, a doctorate student in marketing at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, who said she doesn't have a set
sleep pattern at all.
"Whenever I feel most unproductive, I
usually sleep three or four hours and then
get up," she said.
People living in stressful environments
who also deprive themselves of sleep —
namely college students—risk a wide range
of negative side effects, Maas said.
Sickness and exaggerated effects from
alcohol consumption are among his chief
concerns.
Research shows the effect one alcoholic
drink has on someone who is getting between five and six hours of sleep each night
is the equivalent of six drinks consumed by
someone who is getting the proper amount
of shut-eye.
Maas advises students to establish regular sleeping patterns.
If they do, he said they'll likely see their
efficiency and grades improve. And they'll
feel better, too, he said.
"Everybody can get by for a while, (but)
then they get sick," Maas said. "Listen in an
auditorium during exams — everyone is
coughing."

ally need to snooze more than other adults
to reach optimum performance.
Students should sleep 9 hours each day,
compared to the eight hours everyone else

needs, he said.
"People need more sleep between puberty and age 25 than any other stage of life,
except infancy," he added. "College students fit right in there."
Maas and a team of researchers from
Stanford University found that only 1 percent of students at Cornell and Stanford
said they were fully awake all day, while 25
percent reported that they took daily naps.
Then there are people like Namita

making a new album that comes
out this week, and MTV is airing
a full weekend of Madonna-oriented programming to promote
it.
The footage shows the now
16-month-old Lourdes bouncing
happily to a tape of "Macarena."
Madonna had second thoughts
when she was in Paris this week
and she was confronted by thousands of fans shouting for her
and her daughter, Loder said. "I
think she was really, really
shaken," he said.
Madonna's representatives
called MTV President Judy
McGrath to ask that the baby
footage be cut out. McGrath
agreed.
The pictures would have been
a television exclusive, and MTV
showed them to TV critics last
month to tout the show. But the
network willingly gave it up and

let the subject of a profile dictate
the story's content because a baby
was involved, Loder said.
The half-hour "Ultrasound"
program discusses the making
of the new album.
NEW YORK — For years,
movie critic Gene Siskel has
made a living by critiquing actors. Now, he's giving them a
shot at him.
He did short dramatic scenes
with the three Academy Awardwinning stars of "Twilight" in
videotaped segments for broadcast this week on CBS' "This
Morning."
"The most mysterious craft in
filmmaking is acting and I have
realized that most critics don't
write well about the craft of acting because they, like the general public, simply don't under-
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COOKING CORNER

ewcceb

The Associated Press

Orange juice, mixed dried fruits and fresh ginger give
granola a spirited new flavor. For the fruit, use a mixture
of dates, figs, tart cherries, apricots and prunes. Or use
whatever dried fruit you have on hand. Both old-fashioned
rolled oats and the quick-cooking kind work fine in this
recipe for Orange Granola. The recipe is from "fabulous
fat-free cooking" by Lynn Fischer (Rodale Press, $27.95).
The cookbook contains more than 225 recipes, all with less
than 1 gram of fat.
Orange Granola
1 1/2 cups finely chopped mixed dried fruit
2 tablespoons orange juice
1 teaspoon grated fresh ginger
1/2 cup maple syrup
2 cups rolled oats
Preheat oven to 325 degrees F.
In a medium microwave-safe bowl, combine the fruit,
orange juice, ginger and 1/4 cup of the maple syrup. Cook
on high (100 percent power) for 11/2 to 2 minutes, or until
hot.
Coat a jelly-roll pan with nonstick spray. Place the oats
in the pan. Drizzle with the remaining 1/4 cup maple
syrup; toss lightly to coat. Spread the oats in an even layer
and bake in preheated 325-degree F oven for 20 minutes,
stirring once.
Pour the fruit mixture over the oats; stir well to mix.
Spread in an even layer. Bake for 20 minutes, stirring
every 5 minutes, or until the mixture is crisp and golden.
Allow to cool, then store in an airtight container in a cool
spot. Makes 4 cups.
Nutrition facts per l/4-cup:@ 0.9 g fat, 0.1 g saturated
fat, 113 cal., 0 mg chol., 2 mg sodium, 2 g pro., 26 g carbo.,
1.9 g dietary fiber.
••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••a

Thanks for
reading The
George-Anne.
Come See Mrs. Grace
f

Psychic readings by Mrs. Grace
And Find out what's

DRIVE ON OUR BEACHES & PARTY

SPRING BREAK '98
Beautiful Florida Beaches

Big Pool Deck Parties

NIGHTCLUB

DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS
6 DAYS - 8 DAYS ROOM PACKAGES

in store for you in 1996
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|
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Advice on All
Problems of Life

(912)871-4487
1113 Highway 301 South. Statesboro, GA
across from Ogeechee Tech
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DESERT INN Daytona Beach
Rated #1 Spring Break Motel in Fla.!

1-800-826-1711
www.desertinnresort.com
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ART
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•AIR CONDITIONING
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Drive-Thru Service
One Day Service Available

(912) 489-8950

stand how it's done," Siskel said.
In the first segment, Siskel
plays a guy trying to pick up
Susan Sarandon at a bar. The
actress' tip: fill your hands.
"If you find a good prop, don't
lose it," Sarandon said. "The more
obstacles you make for yourself
in a scene, I think, the better it
is.
In the third segment, Paul
Newman gave Siskel some guidelines.
"The thing that I look for is
whether you can see the machinery going on," Newman said. "If
you can see machinery that has
nothing to do with what the guy
is doing, it doesn't work for me."
After the scene, Newman gave
the critic a less than glowing
review.
"It was too sincere," Newman
said. "I saw the machinery of the
sincerity."

15 COLLEGE PLAZA
STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458

912-871-4726

-P:

FAX: 912-681-1910

GOOD FOR 690 COLOR COPIES \
81/2 x 11 - ONE SIDED
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College students answer the question:

"But can we still be friends?"

By Keliey Garry

College Press Service

It's the standard blow offline
that you have either uttered
yourself or heard while maneuvering your way through the
sticky dating swap meet, "I don't
want to date you, but we can
STILL BE FRIENDS!"
Goody. Like all you need is
one more friend to worry about.
Besides, is it really possible to go
backwards and be JUST
FRIENDS?
That is the question and its
impossible answer plays like a
current "GENERAL HOSPITAL" story line: Jason and Robin
were in an intense relationship,
broke up and now ARE JUST
FRIENDS. (Sure, friends worked
well when she was out of the
country.)
But now with that shared history and those wanton looks
across crowded rooms?
Tell me they're not going to
sleep together in a couple of
months! Is that how it works in
real life?
Is the only way to maintain a
friendship with an old lover to
keep your distance or leave the
country, lest you be sucked back
into the old relationship vortex?
Can old lovers be just pals?
From our informal interrogations this week most people said
"with time" it is possible to have
some sort of friendship with
someone you have had a physical relationship.
But do you want to be friends
with them? That's another question.
Although Jonathan, a University of Minnesota junior, is not
friends with any of his ex's, he
does believe it is possible to be
just friends.
But first you have to break the
habit of having them in your life.
"I think there has to be a separation experience,"
says
Jonathan. But after this separa-

Stanford student drives the Wienermobile

By Jennifer Saba

The Stanford Daily

PALO ALTO, Calif.—While the rest of last
if there are not hard feelings you
spring's
graduating class performed the "Wacky
can still have feelings for them.
Walk"
through
commencement ceremonies, Brad
Memories still linger," she says.
But aren't memories what can Davies opted to hit the road.
Davies, an American Studies major and
keep you close and connected?
former captain of the Stanford varsity soccer'
Maybe for a while.
"You can put in a valiant ef- team, had convinced his professors to let him
fort," says Danna, "but you move take his exams early in order to criss-cross the
country in a giant hot dog on wheels, otherwise
on."
And that's easy for Danna to known as the Oscar Mayer Wienermobile.
Earlier in
say since she is getting married
to her University of Minnesota the year,
of
college sweetheart very soon and some
has that security of shoving off Davies'
friends conwith a bird in the hand.
"I'm not friends with any of vinced him
my ex-boyfriends." Although, to send in his
when asked, she says that if she application
Oscar
needed a favor she could call an to
"YOU CAN BE
Mayer
after
ex and they'd help her out.
spotting
the
"Yes,
but
it's
not
a
friendship
FRIENDS, BUT MORE OR
in the maintainon-a-regular-ba- job in the
LESS IT'S
book, "The
sis [way]."
But why not, especially since 20 Best Jobs
ACQUAINTANCES."
she's getting married and in America."
—KIM,
there'sno threat of a re-match? One percent
appli"It would be a little awkward." of
UNIV. OF MINNESOTA
But what's a little awkwardness cants, recent
GRADUATE
college
between friends?
Like Arty says, "I mean you've graduates,
friends
seen them naked so... of course are chosen to
attend Hot
"I'd call everyday," Julie you're friends."
says,"But I know I'd be there for
"Well, I'm friends with all my Dog High, where they learn to drive the touring
them to call. You've shared a lot ex's," says Arty, a University of vehicles.
"I fell in love with the idea," said Davies,
together," she says. "And they Wisconsin grad hiding in Portknew you pretty well. [There land, "No, really. At some stage who enjoyed the thought of road tripping while
were] a lot of common interests." in your relationship you've been gaining experience in the corporate world.
As an Oscar Mayer Hotdogger, Davies must
And Julie has put this philoso- just friends. So unless they have
phy to work.
done some irreparable harm..." travel the United States in a Wienermobile for
one year.
More than once an old boy- You're friends.
"We are goodwill ambassadors for the comfriend of hers has swept in at the
'Yes!" And Arty says he would
last moment to save a project hang out with his exs if they pany," Davies said. "The Wienermobiles are the
she's working on from crumbling. lived in the same state, but for cornerstones for their marketing plans."
The Wienermobile made its first appearance
"I know they'd be there for me." now, he talks to them often on
"To me, personally I've never the phone. "Of course you can be in 1936 as the "wiener wagon." It traveled the
experienced it," says Kim a June just friends. Just look Jerry streets of Chicago carrying musicians to attract
attention.
grad from the Universityof Min- [Seinfeld] and Elaine!"
Now Davies and his fellow Hotdoggers
nesota. "You can be friends, but
So go ahead and call up all
travel
with modern conveniences including celmore or less it's acquaintances. your old lovers and try and be
lular phones, video equipment and an enterIt would be hard thing [to be best pals.
friends].
Tell them you want totry the tainment system with a 27-inch color televiYou share so much when Jerry and Elaine just-friends- sion.
A typical work day can range anywhere beyou're dating if, when you break thing. But beware, aren't Jerry
up, it's not for great reasons there and Elaine suppose to get mar- tween three to 12 hours, and sometimes Davies
is required to travel every day.
are hard feelings," she said, "And ried at the end of season?

tion experience has occurred
what has kept Jonanthan from
resuming a relationship with his
past?
"Respect," he said, "Out of respect for the new person, out of
respect for Michelle." (And trust
me, there is nothing worse to a
new girlfriend, than having the
old one around. Even if she's
knocked-up and married.)
To Julie, an art history graduate from the University of Minnesota, old lovers are like the
SWAT team or 911.
They are good for back up in
an emergency."They're not best

n

"Traveling is the hardest part," Davies said.
"But I can't complain."
Davies' responsibilities include everything
from making promotional appearances at
football games to assisting charity events and
helping grocery stores with hurting profits.
This past summer, the Hotdoggers conducted a nationwide talent search for Oscar
Mayer commercials.
More than 50,000 children participated in
the auditions.
"I heard the Oscar Mayer baloney song
about
200
times a day,"
Davies said.
Davies admits cruising
on the road
does
have
other drawbacks.
Each touring vehicle
towers 11 feet
high,
stretches 27
feet long and
weighs
5
tons.
Thus, navigating
a
Wienermobile
can
sometimes be a precarious duty.
Davies explained that sometimes embarrassing road mishaps can occur while maneuvering an immense hot dog.
On a trip to downtown Boston, Davies and his
partner misjudged a bridge clearing during rush
hour traffic.
The Wienermobile, lodged between the road
and the bridge, caused a major gridlock and
provoked a Boston city engineer to admonish
Brad and his partner.
Even CNN made an appearance to capture
the whole incident on national television.
Another time, Brad and his partner returned
to their vehicle to discover that somebody had
wrapped the touring dog in Saran Wrap.
Despite these humorous setbacks, Davies
added that he meets "a lot of gracious and
friendly people."
Although Davies is content with his Dresent
job, his plans for next year are undetermined.
"My life has become one big parade. All I do is
honk and wave."

Education
Career
HEALTH
Day
SERVICES

m

A Department of Auxiliary Services and Student Affairs

Open 8:00am-5:00pm Monday-Friday
Located on Forest Drive across from Watson Hall
near Lakeside Cafe

Sponsored By:

Career Services and College of Education

Students taking 6 or more hours are eligible for unlimited
visits during the quarter to see a physician, nurse
practitioner, or nurse. Nominal charges for such items as
lab work, x-rays, and prescriptions may be incurred so
students are urged to bring cash, check, VISA, or
Mastercard on each visit to the Health Onter. Students
taking less then 6 hours may pay the quarterly health fee to
be eligible for services offered.
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All Education Majors Encouraged to Attend
Thursday
March 5, 1998
9:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
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Location: Russell Union Ballroom
•350 School Systems invited
(Expect 122 School Systems)
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•Complete your resume by February 28, 1997
(Bring 12 copies)

Our nurses have a combined
190 YEARS of experience.

•Research School Systems of interest

Our PHYSICIAN and 4 Nurse
PRACTITIONERS have a combined
93 YEARS of experience.
Highly satisfactory survey ratings for CONFIDENTIALITY,
QUALITY of CARE,'and COST EFFECTIVENESS

•Database of U.S. School Districts
<http://www.jobweb.org/sdistric.htm>
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CLASSIFIEDS, etc

Today's Quote
"The only way to amuse
some people is to slip and
fall on an icy pavement."
- Ed Howe

Crossword
1
5
11
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
25
28
29
32
36
37
38
39
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
54
57
60
63
66
67
68
69
70
71
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
51
53
54
55

ACROSS
Helper
Slurs over
Barn nester
Birdhouse
nester
Diseased patch
of skin
Fish eggs
Sports stn.
Love-song
singers
Cry of discovery
Eccentric
characters
Comic Kovacs
Swallowed
Young boy
Early space
program
Old
POW possibly
Dutch flowers
Salacious stare
Type of boat
motor
Dancer Duncan
Depend (on)
Red gem
Letters on
graves
Fruity quaffs
Tubb or Truex
Holy smoke!
Card for readers
Mimickers
Alluring lady
de corps
Nothing new
Stellar blast
Meese and
McBain
Walk leisurely
Piccadilly dilly
Woad or anil
Humiliated
In the past

1

3

'

14

•

1

24

28
36
39

40

43
47

H.no
54

7

55

66
69

23
24
26
27
30

,0

55

29

30

1

transaction
59 Stated one's
case
61 Gooey mass
62 Actress Lupino
64 Singer Damone
65 Lunched

10
G-A Action Ads
to FREEBIE INFO

ALL FREE student and faculty ads to be run
in the George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not have this information. NO
EXCEPTIONS.

*- STUDENTS BEWARE

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students are urged to
exercise caution when replying to ads - particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money
in advance of the delivery of a product or service. Students are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF
OPERATIONS:
The
George-Anne is the official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and
operated by GSU students and utilizing the
facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro,
Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of
the editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The
George-Anne is published twice weekly during
the academic year and three times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone at
912/681-5246 or fax at 912/871-1357. Readers may also send electronic messages to the
newspaper staff by visiting our web site at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or
912/618-5418 (Advertising,
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.

DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one
week prior to the intended publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Shawn Sunderland, Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student
Media Coordinator, (912) 681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to present correct and
complete information in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately
in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in advertisements and its liability
for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an
ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature
and submitted in writing, with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number. No free ads taken
via telephone - at this price we don't take dictation.
One free ad per person per week. Commercial classified are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets are S2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates
for home delivery of The George-Anne are eight dollars per quarter, or $24 per year, delivered by third
class mail. Please address all inquiries to Zeina Rahme, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern University
campus through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a
second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution
site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized number of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, Read by
them Alt' - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it
irom originally.
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WE WILL be starting a Woman's Issues group
Starting in March. All interested females
should contact Jamekia or Deshawn @ 6882474 for more information.
LOST & FOUND- Located at thge Information Desk In the Russell Union. Lost
your glasses, bookbag, etc? Come check
with us!!!
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS needed for Yard Sale.
Joseph's Home for Boys Needs donations for
a March 7th Yard Sale! Call Ceil Deinbold at
489-8526 for more details.

40
Autos for Sale
1992 FORD Explorer 2 Door, Black with
Leather. Eddie Bauer edition. New Michelin
tires. Perfect condition Asking, $8950. Call
764-5956.
1987 JEEP Cherokee, good condition 4x4
S3700. Ask for Mike.
96 ECLIPSE SR, 32k miles, car alarm. $11,
500 Call 488-2273 leave message.

FOR SALE: Trek 870 Mountain Bike in excellent condition. $250. Call after 1pm 871-7374
or 681-8994, ask for Brandon.
FOR SALE: Manitou SX Tl Suspension fork.
Brand New. Never has been used. Weighs
about 3 pounds. Will let go for $250 OBO. Call
Wes at 871-7655.
GIRVIN/PROFLEX VECTOR 2 Shock Fork.
Excellent condition. New $335. Asking $175
489-5123.
FOR SALE: Trek 820. New Crank and
derailler. Excellent condition $200 obo.
nondale M300LE. Like new. Has Coda
Bar ends, Vetta cyclocomputer $350.
681-2520.

CRUISE SHIP & LAND TOUR JOBSworkers earn up to $2,000+/month (w/tips &
benefits) in seasonal/year-round positions.
World Travel (Hawaii, Alaska, Mexico, Caribbean, etc) Ask us how! 517-324-3093
Ext.C53942
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Programs is
accepting applications for a Resident Manager
for the Upward Bound Summer Program
(June 14-July 25, 1998.) Compensation:
$2,000 plus room and board for six weeks.
Apply at The Educational Opportunities Programs Office Williams Center room 1026. For
more info call 681-5458.

46

*

EARN
$750-$1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your student group needs
by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on your campus. No investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not call for information today.
1 -800-323-8454 x 95
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars. No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.

38
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Slithering hisser
Cookie choice
Job to do
Not so many
Trump the
mogul
Ranch name in
"Giant"
City where Mark
Twain is buried
Poured
Of high
mountains
Flings
Ship's financial
officer
Seasoned
veteran
Washington,
D.C. section
More chilling
Hangs in loose
folds
Word with bed
or crackers
Sacred table
Has in mind
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DOWN
Wonder
33
April 15
addressee
34
Reliable
35
Boredom
Besides
40
Garden herb
Tel Aviv resident
42
Gaming cube
45
Galactic span

Writer Loos
Patchy horse
Took to court
500-mile race,
for short
56 Fragrant bloom
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front
CanATB
Dave

RALEIGH MOUNTAIN Bike. Aluminum Frame
24 speed. Great for riding to and from campus
or for beginning racers, $200 Call Mike 4895004 after 6:30pm.
FOR SALE: TREK 720 Hybrid bicycle. Suntour and Shimano LX components. Good condition. $250 OBO. Call John at 871-7655..
CANNONDALE MOUNTAIN Bike. CAAD3
Frame (their best), Girvin Vector 2 Shock
Fork, all LX Components. Immaculant condition. $875 OBO. 489-5123.
LOOK! MENS mountain bike. Trek ZX7000.
Aluminum Frame. Shimano STXRC and
System 2. Components new cables, New
Tioga, Psychork Tires. Like new. Call C.J. or
Amy 764-5803.
1997 CANNONDALE Flood. Only 6 months
old, like new, Mountain Bike Magazine's, 1997
Bike of the Year, paid $1400 have receipt. Will
sell for $900. 871-5078.

HELP WANTED: Tutor Counselors needed
for the Upward Bound Summer Program.
(June 14-July 25). Compensation: $1,300 plus
room and board for six weeks. Applicants may
apply at The Educational Opportunities Office,
Williams Center Room 1026. Call 681-5428
for more details.
WRITERS WANTED:
The Southern Reflector is now hiring
for fall. Gain experience and build
your portfolio. Call 681-5305
for more information.
STUDENT MEDIA is looking for production
trainees. Computer experience helpful. Very
flexible schedule, with relaxed environment.
Will be accepting applications through Wednesday, March 11. Applications can be picked
up at The Williams Center, second floor, room
2021.
MYSTERY SHOPPERS needed for Savannah
area businesses. Get paid to shop. Plus, get
free meals, merchandise and more! To receive free details, send # 10 SASE to: S & J
Marketing Services, attn.: Southeast Shoppers Division, 10151
University Blvd..
Orlando, Fl 32817
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS- EARN S3000$6000 & GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising in
your University's Campus telephone directory
this Summer. Excellent Advertising/sales/Public Relations RESUME BOOSTER. Call College Directory Publishing: 800-466-2221 x230
or X288.
Visit our web site at http://www.campusdirectory.com

150
Lost & Found
FOUND: SMALL cat near Highway 24 and
301 bypass around Sandy Hill Apartments.
Please call 587-2698 to identify.

160
Miscellaneous for Sale
SARIS BIKE Roof Rack, 50", 2 fork mounts, 2
wheel mounts, and a fairing. $300. 871-5078.
GETTING MARRIED? Have 14kt gold 2/3 ct..
Solitare and wrap set fro Freidman's Jewelers.
Insured and very high quality, will take hundreds off original price.
MOBILE HOME for Sale: 14x76 Horton/Summit. 3BR/2BA, Shingled roof, masonite siding.
CH&A. Located next to GSU football field
$12,900 or 681-8314.

170
Motorcycles
1991 ZX6 Ninja Black, Polished Rims, Full
Muzzy system, Alarm, Matching helmets, garage kept, + many extras. 15k/miles $4.5k
obo. 681-8914.

200
Pets & Supplies

RELIABLE COLLEGE females available for
child care after 5pm. Call 871-7741 for details.
Leave message.

REEF READY, 120 gal fish tank by Allglass, 6
months old, double 48" light strips, wood
stand, plumbing, glass tops. Paid $785 only
$400. Call Andy 764-3553.

Computers & Software
COMPUTER INTEL P200, 32mb RAM.
850mb HD, SB16, ATI 3D Graphics, 12 X CD
ROM, 14"-SVGA Monitor, Win 95, MS Plus,
MS Office Pro. S975 OBO. Must Sell! 4895123.
PENTIUM COMPUTER 200mhz, 32mb RAM,
850mb HD, 12xcd rom, sb16, ATI 3D graphics, WIN 095, MS Plus, Office 95 Professional
edition, monitor extra. 51200 489-5123.

SUBLEASE FOR Summer! 4 bedroom
townhouse at Campus Courtyard. Nice big
bedrooms, Washer and Dryer. Close to
campus. $240/mth per person or negotiable.
Call 871-4349.
BEDROOM AVAILABLE in Bermuda Run
Spring Quarter. Great Roommates-$235/Bedroom to tanning beds, pool, basketball courts,
etc.. Male/female please call Leah/Wikki at
871-4038.
SUBLEASE AVAILABLE Sp. Quarter. 1 BR,
1 BA in 3 BR, 3BA Duplex. $191.67/mo.+ 1/3
utilities. Deposit required. Pets allowed. Call
Sarah @ 764-8779 and leave a message.
SUBLEASE, 2 Bedroom 2 Bath. $575/mo at
Hawthorne II. Need someone to take over
lease for Spring and Summer. Call 681-2803.
If no answer leave a message. Ask for Luke.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to sublease Spring
and Summer quarters in Bermuda Run.
5260/mth. Female or Male. More info call 8714445.
MATURE ROOMMATE wanted! Great house,
quiet neighborhood. W/D, dishwasher, WM or
WF undergrad or graduate student. Call 4894063 and leave a message.
ROOMMATES NEEDED ASAP for 4 bedroom
house. $137.00 + 1/4 utilities. Call Chris at
764-6489.
Roommate needed ASAP to share large
2BR/1BA apartment, totally furnished. Fireplace, W/D & microwave, Must be a clean person, Good location. $200 a mth, $75 deposit
and 1/2 utilities. Lease optional Call Melanie
@ 681-7672 after 5 or leave a message.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: one male/nonsmoker. 2 BR/1BA apartment. Furnished w/
w/d and d/w. Share large room. Excellent
location. Only $150/mth rent + 1/3 utilities.
ROOMMATE NEEDED. White male seeking
same for a 1997 mobile home. $175 a month
+ 1/2 utilities. Call Jeremy at 842-9311.
SUMMER SUBLEASE Needed Now! Rent out
one, two, three, or four rooms in a Campus
courtyard townhouse. We can discuss cheap
rent! Go in with a friend or friends. Large bedrooms, W/D, pool, lake, grills, fun! Call
Stephanie for more info. 871-4343.
»
WF OR WM needed to share 3BR/2BA house
w/ fenced in backyard. Have one dog.
Smokers are welcome! 5217 a month + 1/3
utilities. Call 489-2618. Ask for Tiffany or Will,
or leave a message.
M OR F roommate needed for Spring and/or
Summer quarters. Master bedroom at Towne
Club It's Huge! If interested call 681-4407.
APARTMENT FOR sublease Spring Quarter:
2 bedroom, 2 bath spacious/quiet area.
Hawthorne ct.. Call 681-1166 or 681-1250.
ROOMMATE NEEDED! Spring and Summer
quarters 1998.Campus Courtyard S230/mth. If
interested please call Keena at 681-1816.

260
Stereo & Sounds

FEMALE NEEDED ASAP to sublease Spring
and Summer. Nice Park Place apartment rent
is S233/mth. Nice, Clean roommates. For
more information call Shadale @ 681-9684.
NEED SOMEONE to sublease! Spring and
Summer 1998. Bermuda Run, own bedroom
and bath. $235/mth. Call Rachel at 871-5394
ASAP>
NO LEASE Roommate needed for 2 bed 2
Bath trailer. No deposit. $225 per month + 1/2
utilities and your part of the phone. Call Kelly
at 871-6473.

240
Services

10" KICKER Speakers with 2050 Alphasonik
Amplifier in box for $300 OBO. Call Erin at
681-9776 any time. Leave a message if not
home.
KICKER 652XI Amp for sale. Built in crossover, valued at $375 will sell for $170. Contact
Tee at 681-8179.
SONY TURNTABLE with pitch control. Brand
new. Paid $250, sell for $175. Call Ryan @
871-6328.

290
Travel

PERSONALIZED CARDS for all occasions,
letterhead, labels, calendars, title pages, etc.
Created on colored Desk Jet Printer. Call Renee at 871 -3918 for information and prices.
If you need something typed and spell
checked on the computer call or leave a message for Renee at 871-3918. $1.00 per double-spaced page.
I WILL quickly do your federal and state income tax returns for $10. Call Debbie at 7644001, so I can tell you what to bring.

/ FUN & STUFF

Visit our Web site for list of places to visit and
things to do that are both educational and fun.
On-line at

http://www.stp.gasou.Kiu/funstuff/

PANAMA CITY, Daytona Beach, Florida. Best
Oceanfront Hotels/Condos. Lowest Prices
Guaranteed! 1-888-750-4SUN.3

250
Sports & Stuff
MEN'S SIZE 11 Rollerblades. Hardly used.
Paid $180, will sell for $75. Call Todd at 6811348.
BASEBALL CARDS for sale -- Kirby Puckett,
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawberry, Felix
Jones, Andy Benes, Ken Hill, Jimmy Key,
Alan Trammel, Eric Davis. Call Renee 8713918.
LYNX BLACK Cat tour lrons3-PW $400. Daiwa SW $50. Ping putter $50. New Ping bag
$100. All for $550. Call for details. 681-7169.

#1 SPRING BREAK"DON'T GET
BURNED" SunSplash Tours! THE
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12 YRS.
EXP. Hot destinations! LOW PRICES! FREE
trips, parties-drinks!!!!! SunSplash 1800-4267710 www.sunsplashtours.com

310
Wanted
LOOKING FOR Van or rec. Vehicle. 51000$2000 range. Buy or rent for a two month period, April-May. Call 587-5173.

SPRING BREAK

Cancun from $299.00 incl. air, hotel (7 nights), transfers, food &
28hrs all-u-can drink. Surf & Sun
Tours (800) 574-7577 ext 363.

iSkassifi^cfs
Thats right!! Students, Faculty, &
Staff may receive free
George-Anne Classifieds. Ads
may be sent via campus mail to:
G-A Classifieds, GSU P.O. Box
8001, or sent via email to
stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu.
No classifieds will be taken over
the phone.
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FERRET FOR sale, includes cage and all the
accessories. Paid S300 for all, will sell for
$150. Call Todd at 681-1348.

220
Rentals & Real Estate
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

BUT #XJ NEVER
SAIP AN W/N(b
ABOUT PUTCH

REASONABLE RENTALS
764-5003

ONE BEDROOM apartment for sub-lease.
July rent free. $285 month. Pine Haven call
681-2272.

NEEDED! TUTOR for first grader- education
major preferred. Needed in Language Arts
and Math.865-5403.

ENTIRE 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment for
lease. Central Heat and Air, Washer and Dryer, Dishwasher. For more info please call 681 7361. Available Now!

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENt- Fishing
industry. Excellent student earnings & benefits
potential (up to 2,850+/mo. + Room/Board).
All major employers. For employment information: 5' 17-324-3117 ext. A53941

N

i

HOME FOR Rent- Huntington Subdivision
3Br, 2b, 2 Car garage. Lake view, lots of
storage, flexible terms. 912-587-9898.

http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

140
Help Wanted

1

3

FEMALE NEEDED to take over my sublease
at Hawthorne ASAP. For Spring and Summer
Quarters. Private BR & BA. $287.50 a mth
Please call 871-5619.

D FUN & STUFF

FOR SALE: Pine day bed, including extra
trundle bed $150 OBO. Call Anytime, 6816956.

a

s

SUBLEASE ASAP. 1 Large Bed & Bath
apartment. New carpet, and new paneling.
Close to campus. Rent is S340/mth, $100
deposit. 681-9012 ask for Sammy or Josh or
leave a message.

SUBLEASE-ASAP St. James Place. 1 Bedroom includes water and microwave. Need
someone for Spring and Summer quarter; renewal optional. Call 681-8159.

120
Furniture & Appliances

V

u n

Beautiful 4BR/3BA Townhomes or 4BR/2BA
Flats. All amenities. Available immediately for
Fall. S850/mth call 681-6763.

Visit our Web site for list of things to do that
are educational and fun. On-line at
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FREE PUPPY Black Lab Female Mix. Looks
just like a lab. Call Shelley at 681 -1774.
CAGE FOR small animal in good condition
Paid $40 will sell for 520. Call Todd at 6811348.

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENT needed
3:00pm-5:30pm. Pick up children (2) from
school, light housekeeping. CPR, Valid GA
Drivers License, Dependable transportation,
References required. Call 489-8433 after
6pm.

230
Roommates

KING COBRA woods, Driver 3 wood and 5
wood. All have graphite shafts and have
titanium heads. Like New! $150/each or $400
for all. Call 681-7169.

FOR SALE: COLOMBIAN Red Tailed BOA
about three years old and three feet long! Excellent condition, good eater. Call 681-5494 or
489-5674.

Child Care

DO YOU need a reliable Childcare provider?
Call 871-7741 after 5pm for more info.

SUBLEASE
ASAP one
bedroom
in
Hawthorne Court. Female preferred. Reasonable rates. Available spring and summer quarters. This offer will go fast. Call Stephanie at
871-7950.

FEMALE NEEDED to sublease 1 bedroom in
2 bedroom/1 Bath apartment in Eagle's Nest
summer quarter $212.50 + 1/2 utilities. Call
Autumn 871-3918.
FOR RENT NOW - 4BR, 3BA house. Kitchen
furnished. 8 Crescent Avenue. 587-5936.
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath apartments available.
Will consider short term lease through June or
August. Will also write leases for upcoming
1998-1999 school year. S500/mth and a 5500
deposit required. Call 681-0894. Evenings call
871-6663.
APARTMENT FOR rent Spring Quarter.HArd
wood floors, valted wood ceilings. All utilities
included in rent except phone. Ideal for 1 per. son or couple. 5400 mth. Call Mike @ 4895004,,or at work 681-5436.
ONE BEDROOM apartment, clean, close to
campus. $315/mo + utilities. Available February at Stadium Place-Call 912-871-4646.

CAT AIRUM6"S

Page 12 — Tuesday, March 3,1998
By Laura Owens
Staff Writer

Several resolutions were voted
on and approved at the most recent SGA meeting.
A recommendation was made
for Greek Life, asking that when
Greek organizations remove banners that have been hanging from
trees, that they also remove the
lines used to secure these banners, instead of leaving "rope
rings" to accumulate around the
trees. SGA felt this was necessary, as GSU has always striven
for an aesthetically pleasing and
beautiful campus. This proposal
was passed 20 to 10.
Some SGA members felt this
proposal should apply to all student organizations, not just
Greek Life.
Due to concern by the student
body over the disposable containers for food and drink currently
being used by GSU's Division of
Food Services, a resolution was
passed for Food Services. The
resolution states that GSU
should take appropriate steps in
researching possible alternatives
to these disposable products that
would be economically sound and
environmentally friendly.
Another resolution on campus aesthetics was passed to
improve the blue, GSU directional signs, and to pave the pedestrian walkway around the
backside of the lake, connecting
Lakeside Cafe to the sidewalk
leading to Forest Drive. The directional signs are in need of
improvement due to weathering.

Many students have complained
about the dirt walkway around
the back of the lake, which can
get very muddy after a rain. The

on the board, and SGA now has a
hand in the decision-making process of how United Way money is
spent.

A RECOMMENDATION WAS MADE, ASKING THAT
WHEN GREEK ORGANIZATIONS REMOVE BANNERS
THAT HAVE BEEN HANGING FROM TREES, THAT THEY
ALSO REMOVE THE LINES USED TO SECURE THESE
BANNERS, INSTEAD OF LEAVING "ROPE RINGS" TO
ACCUMULATE AROUND THE TREES.
resolution to address these two
projects was passed 20 to 10.
Chad Elkins stated that while
the dirt lot near Forest Drive
would be entirely closed off on
Monday, 100 to 150 spaces could
possibly be salvaged after Monday. Elkins encouraged students
to park in the lot next to the
Theater and Scene Shop and the
west commuter lot.
SGA discovered that one of
GSU's goals from the university
mission statement was to have a
television station at GSU. This
issue was looked into in the past,
but never materialized due to
lack of funding. A committee has
currently been created to look
into this again, and GSU could
possibly have its own television
station within a year.
The president of SGA can now
sit on the board of directors for
the Southeast Georgia United
Way. Thanks to the amount of
money SGA raised for United
Way, they were granted a seat

Questions were raised about
the placement of call boxes on
campus, and the absence of a call
box in certain areas of campus.
Elkins mentioned that from now
on, call boxes will be part of the
construction committee and part
of the budget for any new buildings on campus, which would
provide call boxes for some areas
of campus.
SGA agreed to fund $500 to
the Chinese Union for trips to
Florida and New York. SGA
election debates will be held April
16, from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Russell Union Rotunda. SGA
elections will be held April 21
and 22.
—The SGA Update is simply a
summary of what occurred at the
latest SGA meeting. For more
information on 'any issues mentioned in the SGA Update, check
out future editions of The GeorgeAnne or call the SGA offices at
681-0655.

Disabled student kicked out of dorm for drug use
The Associated Press

AMERICUS, Ga. — A wheelchair-bound student at Georgia
Southwestern University was
kicked out of his dormitory room
after he was arrested for off-campus marijuana use he says was
therapeutic.
Carey D. Burkey returned
from classes last Friday to find a
lock on his door and a note informing him of how he could reclaim his belongings from the
residence hall. The paraplegic
has refused an order to leave his
dormitory room.
University officials say they
also are considering suspending
Burkey, 38, from the school because he defied an administrative order by refusing to leave
his room.
Burkey, who also has an apartment 20 miles away from the
central Georgia school, was injured in an automobile accident
10 years ago.
"Occasionally, I will use mari-

juana to relieve pain and to relieve stress because narcotics are
rough on my system," he said. "I
don't condone the use of mari-

"THEIR POLICY IS A
DRUG-FREE
CAMPUS. I WAS
NOT ON CAMPUS
WITH DRUGS."

—

CAREY

D.

BURKEY,

GEORGIA
SOUTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY STUDENT

juana for kids."
Burkey was arrested Feb. 19
in Americus for misdemeanor
marijuana possession. He was
ordered Monday to leave his room
in two days. Burkey appealed
the eviction order, but university President Michael Hanes

upheld it.
A university spokesman said
Burkey's eviction from campus
is based on a "zero tolerance"
policy against drugs on campus.
"One has to assume, maybe
liberally in this case, that if one
used (marijuana) off campus, he
likely used it on campus and perhaps in residence halls," said
Steve Baston, vice president for
university relations.
Burkey said the school did not
follow proper disciplinary procedures.
"They're convicting me before
I am even convicted in a legal
court of law," he said. "Their
policy is a drug-free campus. I
was not on campus with drugs."
Baston said that if Burkey is
not convicted of marijuana possession, the university could allow him to return to the dorm.
But Burkey still must contend
with the university charge of failing to obey an administrative
request, he said.

Four fraternity brothers arrested for making money
The Associated Press

FAIRMONT, W.Va.— Police
have warned Marion County
businesses to be on the lookout
for counterfeit $20 and $50 bills
that were allegedly produced on
a home computer by four
Fairmont State College fraternity brothers.
Eric Turchin, 21, was charged
last Thursday with counterfeiting. Matthew Bartic, 22, and
Collin Posgate, 22, were charged
with possession of counterfeit
money and Christopher Ventura,
21, was charged with bringing
stolen property into the state,
which is a misdemeanor.
All four are members of the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.

There are only
about 100 tickets
remaining for "An
Evening with
Maya Angelou."
Get your tickets
now by going to
the ticket office
in Manner
Fieldhouse. They
are expected to
be gone by
Friday

Their hometowns were not available by press time.
Police Chief Ted Offutt said
authorities found the counterfeit money in different stages of
completion when detectives
searched Turchin's apartment.
They recovered approximately 90
$20 bills and an undetermined
number of $50s when the students were arrested.
It was a "small, stupid operation," Offutt said.
The investigation started
when a merchant in New York
City called police after she received one of the bills. Counterfeit bills also have been passed in

Philadelphia, Offutt said.
He said West Virginia cashiers and bank tellers also should
watch for bills with the same
serial number that do not have
the fabric-like feel of authentic
U.S. currency.
"It is the kind of thing a clerk
at a dimly lit bar may not notice,"
Offutt said. "But a trained bank
clerk or teller would see the difference."
The counterfeiting charge carries a prison term of up to 20
years, and the possession charge
carries up to five years.
U.S. Secret Service agents also
investigated the case.

ATTITUDES

Continued from page 1
the attitudes about drinking and
driving," she said. "We're seeing
a lot more responsibility in that
age group."
University Police Captain
Mike Russell said that he believes there is still a problem
with drinking and driving everywhere, and that, especially on
college campuses, it is still socially acceptable.
"If I grabbed a gun and walked
down to the courthouse and shot
somebody, people would want to
hang me on the nearest oak tree,"
he said. "But if I got in my car
after [drinking at] a Christmas
party and killed somebody,
people would say 'that's a ter-

rible thing, it is just unfortunate.' But you've still killed somebody."
Not only is drinking and driving dangerous, it can also be
costly.
Each year, drinking and driving costs tens of billions of dollars.
In Georgia, the first DUI offense can result in a fine from
$300 to $1,000, imprisonment
from 10 days to a year and at
least 40 hours of community service.
For a second conviction, the
penalties increase to a fine of
$600 to $1,000, from 90 days up
to a year in prison and a mini-

mum of 80 hours of community
service.
For third conviction, the consequence is a fine between $ 1,000
and $5,000, a mandatory prison
sentence of 120 days to a year
and at least 20 days of community service.
In addition to these penalties
insurance premiums will increase dramatically after a DUI
conviction, according to Allstate
insurance agent Larry Allen.
"Your premium will approximately double, just on that one
conviction," Allen said.
— Mike Bowdoin, Meredith
Whitt and Travis Walden also
contributed to this article.

of disciplinary probation as well
as being required to serve at least
10 hours of community service
and attend an educational seminar.
The second offense will result
in at least five months of probation, 10 or more hours of community service, as well as follow
recommendations of alcohol assessment to remain enrolled at
the university.
A third offense, regardless of
the time elapsed between infrac-

tions will bring a mandatory
minimum of a one quarter suspension.
This article is part one ofa two
part series of binge drinking stories conducted on the Georgia
Southern campus November
1997 by four student journalists
in Robert Bohler's advanced reporting course.

SURVEY

Continued from page 1
drink in a way that they're not
supposed to," Bayens said.
Nonetheless, alcohol violations have dropped from last fall
and Bayens attributes the reduction in alcohol policy violations this year to strict new laws
for underage DUI's, a comprehensive university education
plan and tough disciplinary program.
For violation of the university
policy on alcohol, a student will
receive no less than three months

— Meredith Whitt, Farrah
Senn and Travis Walden also
contributed to this article.

CARTER

Continued from page 1
tion, is to provide an excellent
environment for students," he
said.
Carter has worked hard to
provide that environment. He
has been the vice president of
academic affairs for fifteen years,
a position that is usually held for
four to five years. Having been
in the position for so long, he is
more than ready for the challenges teaching will bring his
way.
"I think I'm ready for some
new challenges," he said. "I think
it's time for the institution to
have a fresh look at academic
affairs from someone in this position. I think it's good for me
and it's good for the institution
to make the change. When I made
that request to President Henry,
I felt it was the right time for me
and the institution."
Carter admits there may be
some difficulty watching someone else do the job he has done
for fifteen years, even though it
was his choice to leave, but he is
looking eagerly to the future.
"I enter in to this next phase of
my career with the idea of not
looking back and I'm going to
focus my energies on how to be a
really effective classroom
teacher," Carter said. "I will try
to be as supportive of the administration as possible."
Carter has seen and helped
implement many changes during his tenure at GSU. The col-

lege became a university while
he was vice president and the
school added a doctorate in education.
GSU also has improved its
"I THINK

I'M READY

FOR SOME NEW
CHALLENGES. I THINK
IT'S TIME FOR THE
INSTITUTION TO HAVE A
FRESH LOOK AT
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
FROM SOMEONE IN
THIS POSITION ...

WHEN

I MADE THAT

REQUEST TO PRESIDENT

HENRY,

I FELT IT WAS

THE RIGHT TIME FOR
ME AND THE
INSTITUTION."

—

HARRY CARTER

retention rate and started presenting the faculty with awards
for excellence which has improved faculty development. The
administration worked hard to
revise the entire core curriculum
for the semester system conversion.

"I think they were major tasks
and we did them really well,"
Carter said. "I'm proud for the
institution that we were able to
do those things very well."
But service to students seems
to be what Carter is most proud
of. The library won the first Presidential Service to Students
award last year and Carter is
happy to see service being rewarded.
"I think that indicates a philosophy that we have of being of
service to students," he said. "It
seems that them winning that
award means our philosophy has
taken hold."
Carter has a reputation for
being very goal-oriented and
sometimes tough as nails. Carter
says that he works very hard
and is very competitive because
he wants to see the institution do
well and the students do well,
but he does have a sense of humor.
"I really enjoy the fun side of
things and I try to be lighthearted at times," he said. "In
fact, I like to interject humor
into situations."
He suspects that some of his
reputation comes from his position as vice president of academic
affairs.
But now that he is about to
become a teacher again, will that
reputation follow him into the
classroom? Only time, and his
future students, will tell.

Eye surgery with care

Aestetic & Lasar Surgery
of the Eye-Lids & Face

Julie Claveria, M.D.
764-6017
420 C Gentilly Place,
Statesboro, GA 30458
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' Gifts and Balloons
Used Books • Regular & Costume Delivery
m
Bring in Coupon
and
Recieve 10% Off
Balloon Bouquet
550 S. Zetterower
Statesboro, GA
489-3161

Pre© Delivery. IB Towo-
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710 Georgia Avenue
Statesboro, GA 30458
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